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Chapter 5

Waste Reduction in the Federal Government

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of a voluntary, yet reg-
ulatory waste minimization program under the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Of-
fice of “Solid Waste is a consequence of amend-
ments that were passed by Congress in 1984
to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA]. Throughout the discussion of current
government and industry activities in this re-
port, OTA has attempted to show how waste
minimization, as it is evolving, is not necessarily
waste reduction. In fact, focus on waste mini-
mization can shift attention away from waste
reduction.

RCRA and the other national environmental
protection legislation and programs of the last
15 years have been based on pollution control.
Implementing waste reduction, a concept of
environmental protection that emphasizes pol-
lution prevention, may require both a new legis-
lative mandate and a new administrative effort.
Significant difficulties could also arise in the
implementation of waste reduction if the con-
cept is strictly confined to those hazardous
wastes covered by RCRA.

The first section of this chapter discusses
these aspects of waste reduction, starting with

an examination of the evolution of a pollution
control culture under the existing media envi-
ronmental programs and a discussion of the
problems this traditional approach represents
for the adoption of effective waste reduction.
This chapter then reviews the portions of the
1984 RCRA Amendments that are the basis for
the waste minimization regulations now in ef-
fect and analyzes possible outcomes of the
resultant voluntary program in terms of waste
reduction.

The last section covers supplemental activi-
ties (e.g., research and development and tech-
nology and information transfer services) in the
Federal Government that may be of assistance
to companies and State and local governments
that are attempting to shift from pollution con-
trol (or, waste management) to pollution pre-
vention. These services are scattered through-
out the Federal Government and are not always
identified as waste reduction. A separate waste
reduction program could provide coordination
to pull these services into focus to enhance their
benefit.

BUILDING TOWARD A WASTE REDUCTION ETHIC

The current national environmental statutes
and programs implemented by EPA constitute
a waste management by media approach to
environmental protection, Pollutants are depos-
ited into the Nation’s air, water, and land as
an end result of activities such as manufactur-
ing and transportation, The strategy employed
to protect the environment has invariably been
to try to affect that disposal by controlling those
pollutants, individually by media, af’ter they
have been produced and have the potential to
move among media.

During the first 15 years of Federal environ-
mental protection, this strategy of waste man-
agement by media has supported and enhanced
the growth of a pollution control culture. Pol-
icymakers, regulators, industry, engineers, and
environmentalists have become accustomed to
thinking solely in terms of waste management.
While economics and health issues and national
goals in competition with public health and the
environment play a variable part, the standards
developed under the environmental programs
are primarily based on an analysis of the tech-
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146 ● Serious Reduction of Hazardous Waste

nical capabilities for controlling those sub-
stances that are produced. Little parallel consid-
eration has been given to pollution prevention
by assessing and altering the activities that cre-
ate the pollutants. Despite an increasing inter-
est in waste reduction today, pollution control
still appears to be the path of least resistance
in environmental protection.

The Evolution of the Pollution Control Culture

The concept of pollution prevention was
added to RCRA with the 1984 amendments on
waste minimization. waste reduction, however,
is not a new idea. Neither is recognition of the
cross-media transfer of pollutants.

Pollution prevention has been a part of the
Clean Air and Clean Water Acts since the early
1970s. While pollution control is given priority
in these acts in the setting and application of
air and water regulations, each allows for the
use of alternative approaches. Each makes ex-
plicit statements equating environmental pro-
tection with pollution control and prevention.
The first goal of the Clean Water Act, to elimi-
nate the discharge of pollutants, is only physi-
cally possible if pollutants are eliminated at the
source (i.e., by waste reduction). In setting ef-
fluent guidelines, the act allows the use of
“process and procedure innovations, operating
methods, and other alternatives. ”1 Title I of the
Clean Air Act, which covers regulations for in-
dustrial sources, is named Air Pollution Pre-
vention and Control. Throughout, the phrase
prevention and control is repeatedly used. In
setting regulations based on air quality criteria,
the act in many places allows waste reduction
options. z

Despite the seeming flexibility of these stat-
utes, pollution prevention has not often been
pursued. The more obvious path has proven to
be pollution control. Pollution control is easier
to pursue because it tends to use generic tech-
nology: wastewater treatment; scrubbers, elec-
trostatic precipitators, and baghouses; cement
walls; and steel drums. All must be adapted in

‘Clean Water Act, Section 301(b)(2)(A).
2The waste reduction aspects of the individual environmental

statutes are analyzed more fully later in this chapter.

varying degrees to each particular process that
produces the pollutants but scientific principals
and operations are well understood and out-
comes can be reliably predicted. Pollution con-
trol is also easier because it does not involve
penetrating into the confidentiality of or dis-
rupting industry processes. Nor does it threaten
product quality. Although regulations rarely re-
quire the adoption of specific technology, it is
often simpler for a firm to adopt the control
technology used to set regulations than to de-
vise alternative methods.

Pollution Control’s Beginnings

Legislative activity of the 1970s and the com-
prehensive assumption of Federal responsibil-
ity for environmental protection was a result
of pollution problems that were identified in
the 1960s. The immediate environmental cri-
sis needing solution was an accumulation of
problems that had been created in the past. The
Nation’s water was polluted, the air was dirty,
and the land was overburdened with trash. Rec-
ognition of this crisis instilled a point of view
that has persisted since: a perspective on pol-
lution that focuses on its place of disposal or
point of release, Since those early years, exten-
sive measures have been taken to solve the prob-
lems created by pollutants; few have been taken
to address the creation of pollutants. Waste-
water treatment, a known civil engineering
technology, quickly became the major clean
water technology in the 1970s. Similarly, famil-
iar techniques such as building walls as bar-
riers were initially adopted for the Superfund
cleanup program in the 1980s.

It is illuminating to note that in 1970, before
major environmental legislation was passed,
the first report of the Council on Environmental
Quality included the following statement about
the complexity of environmental problems and
inadequacy of the pollution control approach:

, . . the sources of air, water, and land pollu-
tion are interrelated and often interchange-
able, A single source may pollute the air with
smoke and chemicals, the land with solid
wastes, and a river or lake with chemical and
other wastes. Control of air pollution may pro-
duce more solid waste, which then pollute the
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land or water. Control of the water-polluting
effluent may convert it into solid wastes,
which must be disposed of on lands

The suggested solution was to have: “A far
more effective approach to pollution control.”4
It was thought that this could be gained through
the coordination of media problems that would
come about with the organization of the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency.

The 1970 report makes little specific mention
of pollution prevention. It analyzes water and
air pollution, solid wastes, and pesticide use
and presents a series of recommendations for
each. Only in the discussions of water quality
and pesticides does pollution prevention ap-
pear. Often prevention is mentioned within the
context of research needs. For instance:

Water pollution, like other forms of pollu-
tion, is a problem of materials balance . . . At-
tention must be given to technology assess-
ment to prevent future pollution and to choose
alternative courses that will reduce it.5

The situation was very different in the case
of pesticide problems, where pollution preven-
tion was a major finding. Proposals for more
effective regulation included measures to as-
sure adoption of less persistent or less toxic ma-
terials and to limit the availability of certain
types of pesticides.

Pollution Control and Cross-Media Shifts

Despite recognition that the environment
must be perceived as a single, interrelated sys-
tem, EPA was organized by individual media
rather than by functions.6 The discussion about
a need for a multimedia focus continues today.7

K;ounci]  on En\’ironmental  Qua lit}’, L’n ~’ironrnental Qualitj.
I{)TO, “Ai)l)en(j ix H: hlessage  of the President Relat it’e to Rcor-
Xanization  f]lans Nos. 3 and 4 of 1970, July 9, 1970, ” p. 295.

41 bid., p, 295,
5
1 1)1( 1., p. 59,

“Sfx: Alfred hlar(.~l~, “Environmental Protection  Agenc\’, ” “~he
l’(~~ifi(. ~ of Rf’,gulation. ]amet  Q. tlrilson  (ed, ) (.New  }’ork:  IIasic
Book\, I! M()],

Wee The (jonser~fatlon  Foundation, ~ontrolling L’ross-.$te(fia
I’ollufant,s  IWashington, 1)(;: 1984);  an(i 13arrj  G, Rahc.  F’ragmer]-
tat[on and integration in S’tate h-n Lironmental  ,ilanagelr]f:nt
[Lt’ashington,  1)[;: T h e  (jonser~ration  F’oundatlon,  1986),  Alto,
(;hri\t  ine Nll(jt, ‘‘ NI ultimed  ia h!aneu~rers,  ” ,Science ,N’ett.s, F’f;h.
23, 1985; Rochel]e  1,. Sta nfield, “Pollutants That Just Jt’on’t  Co
AL\aj’ P()\c (;hallf’ng[~ for  F;PA an[i Statps,  ” ,\’ation:))  }ourna],
1)(?(; . 8, 1984,

The current division among media is not al-
ways distinct. The Clean Air Act authorizes pro-
grams that deal with air emissions, Water as
a medium is covered by three statutes: the Clean
Water Act (discharges into U.S. waters), the Ma-
rine Sanctuaries Act (protection of coastal and
ocean waters), and the Safe Drinking Water Act
(sources of drinking water), The Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act is generally under-
stood to deal with the medium of land, but while
it sets standards for land disposal of hazard-
ous wastes—primarily to protect groundwater
—it also does so for incineration, which inevi-
tably involves air emissions. The Federal Insect-
icide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
also deals with land issues through its controls
on the use of pesticides. The Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (C ERCLA or Superfund) provides
for the cleanup of polluted land and under-
ground water resources. The Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA), like FIFRA, focuses on
chemical substances, the use of which can af-
fect all media.

Pollutants are released into the environment
as solids, liquids, or gases and do not follow
paths set forth by statute, Once released their
physical or chemical forms can change, and
they can be transported some distance from
their source by air or by water, The effect of
environmental regulations and their implemen-
tation is often to shift pollutants among
media—in some cases out of the realm of regu-
latory control. For example: both wastewater
treatment plants and air pollution control de-
vices produce a sludge which can be a hazard-
ous waste and may or may not be regulated un-
der RCRA; tall smokestacks required under
clean air regulations to disperse emissions long
distances are now suspected of being a source
of acid rain; surface impoundments (settling
ponds), for which RCRA sets operating stand-
ards, are a source of volatile organic compound
(VOC) air emissions.

Shifting is not in itself an inherently bad prac-
tice. The impact of any particular form of a haz-
ardous substance can vary with its presence
in different environmental media, But deter-
mination of risk must be made individually, in-
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eluding analyses of how the pathway will in-
crease or decrease the potential for harm to
human health or the environment. While shift-
ing may solve a problem in one medium, it can
create a problem in another. Prudence and lim-
ited resources with which to make determina-
tions of risk would dictate that shifts be avoided
whenever possible.

Shifts among media are possible and legally
sanctioned because the environmental statutes
differ from one another in a number of critical
respects, They are inconsistent in the sub-
stances covered and in the way in which they
are to be analyzed and regulated. Some stat-
utes require that the economic impacts of reg-
ulations be considered; others do not. The
rigorousness with which scientific evidence
must be applied to the analysis of risk to hu-
man health and/or the environment differs
among statutes. Even the language used in stat-
utes and adopted in common use varies, as
shown in table 5-1. Some definitions are spe-
cifically given by statute; others are set forth
by regulation.

The regulatory philosophy of both the Clean
Air and the Clean Water Acts has been to limit
the amount of designated chemicals, compounds,
or classes of chemicals released into the Na-
tion’s air and water, Regulated substances can
still be produced and do not have to be de-
stroyed. Both programs legally sanction indus-
trial releases below permitted limits. The list
of  regulated chemicals and/or industr ies
(sources) has never been the same for both
water and air, allowing shifts between these
media,

Hazardous wastes classified under RCRA
have not been regulated in the same way as
water and air pollutants. RCRA does not limit
releases; it sets standards for the management
(treatment, storage, and disposal) of whatever
is produced. RCRA regulations apply to all in-
dustrial categories but unequally depending on
the amount generated. The body of substances
defined as RCRA hazardous wastes has always
been much larger than those regulated either
as air or water pollutants. Many RCRA hazard-
ous wastes are not regulated under the Clean

Air or Clean Water Acts as air or water pollut-
ants although they can be the same chemical
or compound. Therefore, if it is technically pos-
sible and economically beneficial, a regulated
RCRA hazardous waste can be legally emitted
into the air or water. Also, chemicals that are
limited in terms of disposal by air and water
regulations can be managed in unlimited amounts
as RCRA hazardous wastes. These provisions
create perfectly legal opportunities for shifts
between RCRA (i.e., land disposal) and the air
and water.

Growing evidence that the RCRA manage-
ment practices for land disposal were failing
to protect health and the environment is forc-
ing a change in the RCRA system. The 1984
RCRA Amendments mandated EPA to impose
a series of land disposal bans based on chemi-
cal classes. So far, EPA’s approach toward set-
ting these regulations has been based on the
earlier water and air philosophy. Limits are be-
ing proposed for permissible water-borne re-
leases from land disposal facilities.

The Pollutional Control System

The pollution control culture was graphically
summed up in 1985 by the Administrator of
EPA, Lee M. Thomas, who said:

The current statutory structure arises from
a general environmental strategy that has
been accepted–consciously or not–by nearly
everyone who has worked for environmental
protection in this country. Let’s call it the strat-
egy of the cork,

It consists of putting a regulatory cork in
every pollution source you can find as quickly
as you can. At first the corks may be some-
what loose and some pollution escapes. But
with advances in technology they can be
pushed in tighter. Of course, as we have seen,
the pollution will tend to squirt out in new and
unexpected places. The solution is a new set
of corks, and the process of jamming them in
begins all over again. The idea is that if you
get enough corks, and put enough pressure be-
hind them, pollution will eventually be elim-
inated. e

8Lee hl. Tllornas,  “A Systems  Api]roa(:ll:  (~hallenge  for EPA, ”
L7P.A ]ourn;~l, Septt?mber  1985, p. 22.
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Clean Water:
C o n v e n t i o n a l  p o l l u t a n t s

TOXIC pollutants

Hazardous substances

Clean Air:
Air  po l lu tants

Hazardous alr pollutants

RCRA:
Hazardous waste

CERCLA:
Hazardous substances

TSCA:
Chemical substances

and m Ixtures
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Table 5-1 .—Statutory Definit ions of Hazardous Waste Terms

Statutory deflnltlon

Includl ng but not Ilmtted to pollutants classi f ied as
biological oxygen demanding, suspended sollds fecal
conform. and pH [Section 304(a)(4)]

those pollutants, or combinations of pollutants, including
disease-causing agents, wh{ch after discharge WI II, on the
basis of Information available to the Admlnlstrator, cause
death, disease, behavioral abnormal ltles, cancer genetic
mutations, physlolog}cal malfunctions (Includlng malfunctions
In reproduction) or physical deformations, I n organisms or
their offspring [Section 502(13)]

Table 1 of Committee Print 95-30 of the Committee on Publlc
Works and Transportation of the House of Representatives
to be publlshed by Admlnlstrator Revisions to Ilst must
take Into account tox!clty of pollutant, persistence,
degradabdtty usual or potential presence of affected
organisms In any waters and their Importance, and nature and
extent of effect on organisms [Section 307(a)(l)]

such elements and compounds which, when discharged In
any quantity Into or upon the navigable waters of the United
States present an Imminent and substantial danger to the
public health and welfare, lncludlng, but not Iimlted to fish,

[Section 31 l(b)(2)(A)]

emlsslons which In h~s [the Adm\nlstrator’s] judgment,
cause or contribute to al r poll utlon which may reasonably be
ant(clpated to endanger publlc health or welfare [Section
108(a)(l )(A)]

An alr pollutant to which no ambient air quallty standard IS

applicable and which In the judgment of the Administrator
may cause, or contribute to, an Increase In mortality or an
Increase In serious Irreversible, or incapacitating reversible,
Illness [Section 1 12(a)(l)]

any solld waste or comblnatlon, which because of Its
quantity, concentration or physical, chemical, or Infectious
characteristics may (A) cause or stgntf!cantly contribute to an
Increase I n mortal Ity or an increase in serious trreverslble, or
Incapacltatl ng reversible, Illness, or (B) pose a substantial
present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment when Improperly treated, stored, transported, or
disposed of, or otherwise managed [Section 1004{ 5)]

(A) any substances designated [by] SectIon 31(b)(2)(A)
of the Federal Water Pollut~on Control Act, (B) any element.
compound, mfxture, solutton, or substance designated
pursuant to section 102 of this Act, (C) any hazardous waste

[regulated under] Sect Ion 3001 of Solid Waste Disposal
A“ct (D) any toxic pollutant listed under Section 307(a) of
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, (E) any hazardous alr
pollutant I!sted under Section 112 of the Clean Alr Act, and
(F) any Imminently hazardous chemical substance or mtxture

IIlsted under] SectIon 7 of TSCA [Section 101(14)]

any organic or Inorganic substance of a particular
molecular density (not excluded by subparagraph B)
[Section 3(2)(A)]

SOURCE Cr,mp!lwl by the Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1986 from enwronmental statutes and 40 CFR

Notes

List appears In 40 CRF 401 16, with 011
and grease added

List of 65 substances appears In 40 CRF
401 15

Commonly referred to as ‘ prlorlty’
pol Iutants

A Ilst of hazardous substances as
!dentlfled by the regulatory system
appears In 40 CFR 1164

Often referred to as “crlterla” pollutants
because of the alr quality crlterla
document that must be Issued prior to
regulat Ion

Commonly referred to as “toxic” alr
pollutants

Lmt of reportable quantlt!es of hazardous
substances IS In 40 CFR 261

List of reportable quantities of hazardous
substances IS In 40 CFR 302

To regulate must make a flndlng of
“unreasonable nsk of Injury to health or
the environment”

F’igure 5-1 shows a hypothetical industrial As the figure shows, the pollution control side
plant with its ‘ regu1atory  corks  in p1ace, re- ef the plant is a complex maze. The applica-
leases that are either legal sanctioned or not tion of waste reduction can reduce that com-
regulated, and cross-mcdia shifts of pollutants. plexity.
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Environmental
the Pollution

Protection Under
Control Culture

The dominance of pollution control in pro-
tecting the environment begs the question of
effectiveness. Most people would agree that im-
provements have been made in the areas of con-
ventional air and water pollutants and that high
uncertainty exists in terms of unregulated and
toxic substances.

The General Accounting Office in 1982 asked
the question, “What have we accomplished?”
It replied:

Overall, there has been progress toward
meeting established goals. The air is signifi-
cantly cleaner, more wastewater now receives
the required level of treatment, and most
drinking water meets national standards. The
job, however, is still far from complete.9

The Conservation Foundation reported in
1984 that since 1982:

Air quality has continued to improve . . .
Water quality, on balance, has remained con-
stant, as has been true for the past decade.
As with air, this finding is based on the tradi-
tional measure of pollution and does not take
into account pollution from toxic substances.
There are simply not enough monitoring data
to know whether the toxics problem is getting
better or worse.10

Statutes are only as good as the regulations
that follow. Once set, regulations must be com-
plied with to be effective. Effective compliance
depends on whether control devices have the
technological capability to operate efficiently
and routinely over time, Considerable time
often separates the enactment of a statute and
the promulgation of regulations.11 Reasons com-
monly cited for this are: administrative delays,
the technological complexity of setting regula-
tions, the inadequate scientific base now avail-

able with which to determine health risks, and
lawsuits that have been brought by both regu-
lated industries and affected communities.
Compliance with regulations is based on an
analysis of the risk, by those being regulated,
of not complying. This risk increases as the per-
ceived level of enforcement activity increases.
The compliance rate will also be proportional
to the penalty for noncompliance.

Analysis of regulatory effectiveness for pol-
icymakers at the Federal level is complicated
by a paucity of data. On a national basis, data
are available that show the trends over time in
the emissions of conventional air pollutants.
Similar data are not available for hazardous air
pollutants, conventional or toxic water pollut-
ants, or RCRA hazardous wastes.12 This is so
despite the fact that environmental regulations
impose innumerable reporting and recordkeep-
ing requirements on industry (see ch. 4).

Air Quality

Conventional air pollutant data is obtained
from continuous monitoring equipment oper-
ated by State and local governments and vari-
ous Federal agencies. Some 250 million air pol-
lution measurements are included in EPA’s
National Aerometric Data Bank,13 and this in-
formation is compiled and published annually.
The compilation published in 1986 shows that
in 1984 emissions totaled 184 million metric
tons. Total suspended particulate were 7 mil-
lion metric tons; sulfur dioxides, 20 million met-
ric tons; carbon monoxide, 75 metric million
tons; nitrogen dioxides, 20 million metric tons;
and volatile organic compounds (VOCS), 22
million metric tons. Over the period 1975-84,
emissions of these pollutants decreased from
between 6 and 33 percent. Lead emissions, re-
corded at 40 million tons per year in 1984, have
declined 72 percent over the same period. In

I 2 F() r a n ()\t;r\ i(;~~ 0 f n a t io na 1 en~i  rwn m en t a 1 monitoring, sc~~
Ro(:h(’ll(;  1,, St anf i(:l(l, ‘‘N() on(> Knuw’s  for Sure if Pollution Con-
t rol f~ro~ra  ms Arc Reall\’  L1’ork ing, ,\’;jtioIlifl  journal, hlar,  23,
1 9 8 5 ,  pp. 643-646,

1 ~ [ I, S. E r] i, i ro n In [III t H I Prutfx;  t io n Agf; n(; y, ,Vational  A ir QUal-
il~r ,In(l  h’rnl.s.jr’on~  ‘1’rcn(fs Report, 1984, EPA-450/4-84-001 ( Rtj-
s[!ar(:h ‘1’[’iiinxlf’  I’:]rh, NC: offi((~ of Alr Qual  it~’ Planning an(i
Stan[iar(]s,  ,q~)ril  1986), ~), I  [i,

62-636 [)  - Rfj - 6 : 01, ~
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the report this dramatic decline is attributed
primarily to the lowering of lead content in gas-
oline and the introduction of unleaded gaso-
line. Both of these are waste reduction, rather
than pollution control measures.

No national data exist for emissions of spe-
cific hazardous air pollutants; there is no regu-
lar monitoring program. No time series data
are available for these pollutants. The data that
do exist are arrived at by such techniques as
taking grab samples at specific locations and
extrapolating the data received to the national
level. Separate EPA estimates of annual releases
of hazardous air pollutants give different re-
sults because methodologies and substances
included vary. A study on control techniques
for VOCS estimated annual emissions from in-
dustrial sources at 24.7 million metric tons.14

Another report that attempted to pool available
nationwide data on just 86 hazardous air pol-
lutants estimated these emissions to be about
4,5 million metric tons per year.15

RCRA Hazardous Wastes

OTA, in its 1983 report Technologies and
Management Strategies for Hazardous Waste
Control, 16 said that about 255 to 275 million met-
ric tons of hazardous waste under Federal and
State regulation are generated annually. A na-
tional survey on the generation of RCRA haz-
ardous wastes was released by EPA in 1984.
It estimated that 264 million metric tons were
generated in 1981.17 No national trend data are
available for this universe of pollutants. The

— . . . . —
14u. s, Environmental  Protection Agency, Office of Air Qual-

ity Planning and Standards, “Control Techniques for Volatile
Organic Compound Emissions From Stationary Sources, ” draft
report, July 1985.

lsTom Lahre,  Office  of Air Quality Planning and Standards,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Characterization of
Available Nationwide Air Toxics Emissions Data, ” June 13, 1984.
The report discusses the difficulties of aggregating such data
and their reliability.

16u. s. Congress, Office  of Technology Assessment, Technol-
ogies and Management Strategies for Hazardous Waste Control,
OTA-M-196  (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
March 1983).

YTU.  S. Environmental Protection Agency, Nationa)  survey Of

Hazardous Waste Generators and Treatment, Storage and Dis-
posal Facilities Regulated Under RCRA  in 1981, EPA 5301SW-
84-005 (Washington, DC: Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response, April 1984], p. 2.

Chemical Manufacturers Association has sur-
veyed its members for the last 4 years but only
324 chemical plants have responded in all 4
years. In the 1984 survey, 725 plants reported
generating 253 million metric tons of hazard-
ous waste.18

Water Quality

The only national data on conventional and
toxic water pollutants are models that predict
the outcome of different levels of effluent limi-
tations and compilations of permits that have
been issued. These data do not show what is
being discharged but only what industries have
been permitted to discharge. Permit holders are
required to monitor their actual discharges and
submit Discharge Monitoring Reports regularly
to EPA Regional Offices or State offices. The
Regional Offices are responsible for the man-
agement of the monitoring data but they are
generally years behind in doing so, The data
are not systematically aggregated into national
statistics,

The above discussion shows that national
data is so disparate that it can only be used to
provide a sense of the magnitude of multimedia
pollutant releases. In addition, the data—by
itself—indicates little about the consequences
of discharges to public health and the envi-
ronment.

Waste Reduction: Multimedia
Pollution Prevention

The importance of waste reduction to envi-
ronmental protection has been acknowledged
in the national policy statement of RCRA which
states: “ . . . the generation of hazardous waste
is to be reduced or eliminated as expeditiously
as possible, ” As OTA has shown throughout
this report, however, the primacy given to this
concept over waste management is already be-
ing diluted by the various ways in which the
regulatory term waste minimization is being in-
dividually defined and carried out under cur-
rent regulations.

%hernical Manufacturers Association, “ Results of the 1984
CMA Hazardous Waste Survey, ” January 1986.
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In short, although the concept of waste reduc-
ton is officially sanctioned, it is already being
overwhelmed by the pollution control culture.
To counter what appears to be an inevitable
trend, waste reduction requires leadership and
visibility. Neither is being provided yet by the
Office of Solid Waste (OSW) at EPA where the
responsibility for waste minimization now lies.
There, the focus is solely on waste management,
on avoiding the land disposal of RCRA hazard-
ous wastes. Waste minimization has become
one of several tools to achieve that goal rather
than a goal itself. When asked about the sig-
nificance of the 1984 amendments to the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act, the di-
rector of OSW said: “ . . . it really makes it
crystal clear that Congress wants the Agency
to move away from land disposal to other forms
of disposal. ’19

Government spending on waste reduction re-
flects the general lack of priority for pollution
prevention, As table 5-2 shows, government
spent almost $16 billion in 1984 on pollution
control. OTA estimates that government spend-
ing on waste reduction totaled only $4 million

10’4 hlaking  the New RCRA Work: An Interkiet%”  i~ith hlar(ia
Williams, ” EP.4 ]ourna],  April  1986, p. 3, Italics for emphasis.

in fiscal year 1986. This amount will more than
double if Congress approves the Department
of Defense’s request for $30 million in fiscal
year 1987 for its new waste minimization plan.
(An estimated 20 percent of that budget may
go toward waste reduction.) Even then, over-
all spending on waste reduction will be less than
1 percent of that spent for pollution control.

Implementing a goal of pollution prevention
(i.e., waste reduction) may only be possible
when responsibility lies outside the existing me-
dia programs. A waste reduction program, es-
pecially one based on a nonregulatory approach,20

need not rival the size and cost of the current
regulatory media programs. Along with its own
legislative mandate, provisions and resources
of the existing programs could be used to im-
plement a waste reduction program. Within ei-
ther a regulatory or nonregulatory format, a sep-
arate waste reduction program could provide
the basis for a shift from pollution control to
pollution prevention. A separate waste reduc-

Zo’l’he  ~)ros  and  ~~ns of a regulatory 1’S.  a 11011 regulator’ Pro -

gram are presented in ch. 2 of this report. Also, in ch. 6, waste
r~?duction  acti\rities  at the State l[?~’el  whi(:h ar(: predorninantl}r
nonregulatory are discussed.

Table 5“2.—Government Spending on Pollution Control v. Waste Reduction
(millions of dollars)

Type and source of spending —

Annual
expenditures

A. Pollution controP
Pollution abatement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,275
Regulation, monitoring, and R&D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,443

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15,718

B. Waste reduction
Total Estimated percent

budget for waste reduction

Federal Government:
EPA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.8
Report to Congress (WM) . . . . . . . . $0.550 x 50 = $0.175
ORD WM R&D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.235 x 10 = 0.02
R&D HW grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 x 50 = 0.5

DOD waste minimization program . . . 5,0 x 20 = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0
TVA waste rnanagment . . . . . . . . . . . 20 x 5= . . . . . . . 0.1

State governments:’
Based on 10 existing programs . . . . 7.0 X 25 = ., . . . . . . . 1.8

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.7
aFederal, state, and  local  data for 1984 Department of Commerce news  release,  Aug 5, 19~
bOTA estimate for fiscal year 1986.
csome state  program funds are prowded by EpA.
KEY WR = waste reduction, WM = waste mlnlm!zat!on, and HW = hazardous waste.

SOURCE As noted
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tion program could also serve as an instrument
to make the multimedia approach a priority
within EPA.

Actions that generate air and water pollut-
ants can be as amenable to waste reduction as
are those producing RCRA hazardous wastes.
However, with statutory authority covering
only RCRA hazardous wastes, there is little rea-
son to believe that industry or EPA will move
beyond the regulations and consider air and
water pollutants in their waste minimization
programs, 21 While most State waste reduction
programs focus on RCRA hazardous wastes,
a few have taken a multimedia approach (see
ch, 6),

Given this concentration on only one of the
three regulated waste streams generated by in-
dustry and the inconsistencies that exist be-
tween the substances covered and the meth-
ods of regulation under RCRA and the clean
air and clean water programs, the current waste
minimization program might actually contrib-
ute to an increase in air and water pollution.

waste reduction, however, cannot by itself
prevent all of the Nation’s environmental prob-
lems. Some amount of hazardous wastes will.—.——21 ~~or instance, few’ of the industry documents that O’I’A has
obtained describing corporate waste minimization plans go be-
yond RCRA hazardous wastes; some explicitly exclude air and
water regulated wastes from their plans. Most of the waste re-
duction case b istories now published focus on RCRA hazard-
ous wastes.

always be generated. Some wastes will require
land disposal because they cannot be recycled
or completely destroyed. Some will be emitted
unavoidably into the air and released into the
water. Thus, it is important that the current pol-
lution control regulatory system be held in place
and its effectiveness increased through stronger
enforcement activities. In the absence of pre-
scriptive waste reduction regulations, the pol-
lution control regulations become indirect in-
centives that encourage some in the private
sector to adopt waste reduction.

The effective operation of a waste reduction
program can also be hampered by existing stat-
utes and regulations. The sanctioned, permitted
release of pollutants under the air and water
programs creates a problem for the measure-
ment of waste reduction and may eliminate
some of the incentive. Does waste reduction
occur, for instance, when an existing raw (un-
treated) pollutant stream is reduced while the
discharge or emission remains the same as it
was because the standards legally sanction the
rate of release? Any change in the outflow may
cause a plant to become involved in permit re-
visions. A plant that makes a significant change
may become subject to stiffer water or air reg-
ulations. Thus, current environmental protec-
tion statutes may be barriers to pollution pre-
vention since no firm willingly adopts practices
that will cause it to make costly revisions in
its regulatory status.

WASTE MINIMIZATION: STATUTE AND REGULATIONS

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amend-
ments of 1984 set new national policy about
the generation of hazardous waste. This pol-
icy and the waste minimization provisions that
amended the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act (RCRA) now serve as the basis for
Federal action to reduce the generation of haz-
ardous waste,22

ZZTh e Ha~ar{ious and Solid Waste Amendments are Public I,aw
98-616, dated Nov. 8, 1984. This law officially amended the Solid
Waste Disposal Act, which is commonly referred to by the sweep-
ing amendments passed m 1976: The Resource Conservation and
Recover~,  A(;t [RCRA). Hereafter, the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments will be referred to as the 1094 RCRA Amendments,
or the amendments. Waste minimization was only one of many
c h a n g e s  a d e  to RCRA in 1984.

The Statute

Under Section 1003 of RCRA, “Objectives”
was retitled “Objectives and National Policy”
and a new paragraph stated succinctly:

The Congress hereby declares it to be the
national policy of the United States that, wher-
ever feasible, the generation of hazardous
waste is to be reduced or eliminated as expe-
ditiously as possible. Waste that is neverthe-
less generated should be treated, stored, or dis-
posed of so as to minimize the present and
future threat to human health and the envi-
ronment.
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With this language and the implementation
sections that follow, Congress defined a two-
tiered national waste minimization policy, First
and foremost, the generation of hazardous
waste is to be reduced or eliminated. Second,
the management of waste that is generated
should follow practices that minimize risks.
Concern about the continuing and long-term
risks of hazardous substances formed the ba-
sis of this new policy in which three basic facts
are recognized: hazardous waste that is not gen-
erated poses no risk to human health and the
environment; good management practices can
lower the risks of hazardous waste that is gen-
erated; and land disposal is the least preferred
management practice.

These concerns were reiterated in a new
paragraph of RCRA where specific methods for
achieving the stated national policy are in-
cluded. This objective states that one of the
ways in which the protection of health and the
environment is to be promoted is by:

. . . minimizing the generation of hazardous
waste and the land disposal of hazardous
waste by encouraging process substitution,
materials recovery, properly conducted recy-
cling and reuse, and treatment . . . 23

OTA’S Waste Reduction

The RCRA national policy statement is the
basis for this OTA study. The assessment is con-
fined to the first part of that policy: the techni-
cal, industrial, and governmental aspects of ac-
tions to reduce the generation of hazardous
waste. The second part of the national policy
statement, hazardous waste management, was
assessed in OTA’S 1983 report, Technologies
and Managment Strategies for Hazardous Waste
Control .24

Even though the amendment consistently refers
to “hazardous waste, ” OTA has included more
than RCRA hazardous wastes in this study. Close
examination of techniques and practices labeled
waste reduction, often reveals that when RCRA
wastes are reduced air and/or water pollution can
increase. Most of the waste minimization provi-
sions of the 1984 RCRA amendments originated

23~ js(jl i(] ~~ra Stt;  r)l~~j{)~a I ,qf;f ( SJI’ I)j+ ), Sert ion 1 O03(a  ](~]
l~or[’, ~, r) p, (; i t,, \!  a r[, h 1983

in the U.S. Senate bill, The Solid Waste Disposal
Act Amendments of 1983 (S. 757). The Senate
Public Works and Environment Committee’s re-
port on the waste minimization provisions of this
bill voiced concern about “ . . . pollutants con-
tained in effluents, emissions, wastes or other pol-
lution streams . . . “25

Thus, in this report OTA has considered the
reduction of the generation of all wastes and has
defined hazardous wastes as all nonproduct haz-
ardous outputs from an industrial operation into
all environmental media, even though they may
be within permitted or licensed limits. (See ch.
1 for OTA’S definitions of waste reduction and
hazardous waste.)

Waste Minimization Requirements

Three specific activities to implement na-
tional policy were mandated by Section 224 of
the 1984 RCRA amendments. These require-
ments apply to generators of RCRA hazardous
wasteZB who manage their wastes onsite or to
those who ship wastes offsite. In addition, EPA,
as the agency delegated to carry out RCRA pol-
icies, was told to study the “Minimization of
Hazardous Waste” further and report back to
Congress.

Specifically, Congress required:

 Reporting Procedures:27 Generators subject
to reporting requirements were to include
< . . . efforts undertaken during the year to
reduce the volume and toxicity of waste
generated; and . . . the changes in volume
and toxicity of waste actually achieved dur-
ing the year in question in comparison with
previous years, to the extent such informa-
tion is available for years prior to [Nov. 8,
1984]. ”

 Manifest System: 28 A section on waste
minimization was added to require a gener-

25[J  s, (;o n gr[:s$, S[;n ate cC)nl m it tee 00 ~;11\riro11111(311 t ~ 11(1 1) Ub-

Ii(: L1’c]rks,  Solid [t’a.ste Di.spo.sal Act Amendmer]t>  uf I~8J, Re-
port No 98-284, oct. 28, 1983, p. 65.

z640 C F R 260.10 {ief’i nes Henerato  rs as ‘‘an}’ pers  On, by site.
~vhose a(:t or process produces hazardous waste identified or
liste(l in f)art  ~(j I of this chapter or ~those  act first causes a haz-
a rdous waste t () hfx. om e sob j ect to regulation.

Z7S11T  1)~, St:(,t  ioIl ~ ()()z(a  )( (j],  Standards applicable to genera-
tor~ of baza r(lous waste,

~~]t]id,,  paragraph (h)
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ator’s certification on the manifest for all
regulated offsite shipments of hazardous
waste, effective September 1, 1985. The
certification was to state that, “the gener-
ator of the hazardous waste has a program
in place to reduce the volume or quantity
and toxicity of such waste to the degree
determined by the generator to be economi-
cally practicable; and . . . the proposed
method of treatment, storage, or disposal
is that practicable method currently avail-
able to the generator which minimizes the
present and future threat to human health
and the environment. ”

● Permits: zg A section on waste minimiza-
tion was added saying that, effective Sep-
tember 1, 1985, as a condition of any per-
mit issued for the treatment, storage, or
disposal of hazardous waste on the prem-
ises where such waste was generated the
permittee certify, no less often than an-
nually, that, “the generator of the hazard-
ous waste has a program in place to reduce
the volume or quantity and toxicity of such
waste to the degree determined by the gen-
erator to be economically practicable; and
. . . the proposed method of treatment, stor-
age, or disposal is that practicable method
currently available to the generator which
minimizes the present and future threat to
human health and the environment. ”

● EPA Study30 
✓✐ Congress required EPA to

submit a report to Congress on “the feasi-
bility and desirability of establishing stand-
ards of performance or of taking other ad-
ditional actions under this Act to require
the generators of hazardous waste to re-
duce the volume or quantity and toxicity
of the hazardous waste they generate, and
of establishing with respect to hazardous
wastes required management practices or
other requirements to assure such wastes
are managed in ways that minimize present
and future risks to human health and the
environment. Such report shall include any
recommendations for legislative changes

. —
Zolbid.,  section 3f.)05(h),  Permits for treatment, storage, or dis-

posal of hazardous waste,
tOIbid.,  Section 8002(r), Special studies; plans  for research, de-

velopment, and demonstrations.

which the Administrator determines are
feasible and desirable to implement the na-
tional policy established by section 1003. ”
The report is due October 1, 1986.

Two Tiers of Waste Minimization

Each implementation section in the 1984
RCRA amendments is titled Waste Minimiza-
tion and, like the national policy statement, is
composed of two parts, The first part is con-
cerned with the reduction of the generation of
hazardous waste; the second with proper man-
agement of that which is generated. Some of
the language in the implementation sections,
however, is not as clear as that in the national
policy. Phrases such as “reduce the volume or
quantity and toxicity of such waste, ” and “re-
duce the volume and toxicity of waste gener-
ated” can be interpreted as instructions either
to: 1) reduce the generation of hazardous waste,
or 2) reduce waste that has been generated. The
first phrasing clearly instructs generators to
practice pollution prevention. The second,
however, implies pollution control, a manage-
ment activity that takes place after a pollutant
is generated. In requiring EPA to study the
“Minimization of Hazardous Waste, ” ambi-
guity appears again in the phrase “to reduce
, . . the hazardous waste they generate. ” This
imprecision can shift or blur the hierarchy of
activities based on risk that the national policy
seeks (i. e., the primacy of waste reduction).

If the national policy statement is used as a
guide to interpretation of the implementation
sections, the intent of Congress seems clear.
Waste minimization is an overall goal composed
of two unequal parts. Within the context of
voluntary waste reduction, generators should
move as expeditiously as possible to reduce the
generation of hazardous waste. This practice
requires the alteration of industrial processes
and operating procedures—a front-end approach
that is pollution prevention. Congress recog-
nized that zero reduction is usually not possible
and stated that, for those wastes that are pro-
duced, good management practices (traditional
end-of-pipe control) should be established,
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The Regulations

Ten years ago, EPA published a preferred
waste management strategy in the Federal Reg-
ister that established waste reduction as the pri-
ority option (see figure 5-2). Rules and regula-
tions pertaining to waste minimization were
finalized on July 15, 1985.31 The clear statement
giving priority to waste reduction that was pro-
vided by the RCRA national policy statement
(and EPA’s earlier one) is not repeated in the
regulations. Instead, the language and position-
ing of the regulations appear to shift the empha-
sis of waste minimization from reducing the
generation of hazardous waste to reducing land
disposal as a hazardous waste management
practice.

The language used consistently in the regu-
lations is the ambiguous “to reduce the volume
or quantity and toxicity of waste generated. ”
In the explanatory preamble to the regulations,
the terms minimize and reduce are used inter-
changeably, a practice

qls~  Federal Register 28702.

not followed in

Figure 5-2.—EPA’s

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

EFFECTIVE HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT (NON-RADIOACTIVE)

Posltlon Statement

T h e  p u r p o s e  of thl~ p o s i t i o n  s t a t e m e n t  IS to
describe a pi-eft!rreci waste management strate-
gy or set of priority pathways for hazardous
waste control that adequatt’1}  protects the pub-
I]c health and environment.-rrhe priority patb-
ways are equally appropriate for routine (non-
hazardous] waste management.

***
Although several statements at the December

public meetings urged specific definition of
hazardous wastes for regulatory purposes, it is
the Agency’s view that, for purposes of this ad-
tisory position statement, a precise definition
IS not necessary Hazardous wastes are those
wh]ch  may cause or contribute to adverse acute
or chronic effects on human health or th[’ rn -
11 i ronment when such wastes are not pro~)erly
( ontrolled.  These wastes primarily consist  of the
byproducts of industrial prodo(.tlon,  (.onver-
s]on, and extraction act]~ltles,  and ma} be In the
form of solids, sludges, slurrles,  liquids, or pow-

the

amendments. These imprecision in translat-
ing statute to regulations have served to guide
generators away from reducing the generation
of wastes—or even from examining the possi-
bility of reducing the generation of wastes—
before turning to waste management alter-
natives.

RCRA waste minimization regulations in-
clude: 1) a waste minimization statement added
to the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest;32

2) two waste minimization information items
added to the biennial report required of gener-
ators 33 and 3) a provision that each generator
holding a treatment, storage, and disposal fa-
cility (TSDF) permit record a waste minimiza-
tion certification in the written operating rec-
ord kept at the facility .34 EPA made it clear that
the last provision applied only to generators of
hazardous waste, as the language in the amend-
ments stated, This exemption emphasizes the
importance of waste reduction over other as-

334o CFR Part 262.41.
3440 CFR  Part 264.73(b)(9).

Statement on Preferred Options

ders.  Thev are not otherwlw directlv  re~ulated. .
under current EPA authority. Thus, hazardous
waste  ma}’  include residues from pollutlon  con-
trol devices (e.g., electrostatic precipitator dusts]
as well as production rejects, excess, or ohso-
lete chemicals and suhstance  (e.g , DDT] For
purposes of this position statement only, radio-
active wastes are excluded.

Wastes containing toxic chemicals, pesticides,
acids, caustics, flammables, and exp]os ives are
often classified as hazardous wastes, although
their properties may vars’  wi(iely. Consequent-
ly the specific properties of each waste must be
considered in determining needed control
procedures. Although hospital and ~eterinary
wastes are not the major focus of this po~ it ion
statement, they may contain pathological wastes
which can be considered hazardous, and many
of the same principles are applicable and
desirable.

.**

The Agency believes that reuse, energy recoi-
ery and material  recover}. as well as treatment
are dpsirahle  pr]or to u]t 1 m,it[> (ilsposal, wperial -
ly lan{i  disposal. ‘rhu~, the desired waste  man-
agement  opt]ons  are [In  order of prlorlty):
it ,+5!(,  Rwiuc  tl[)n

W astc  Separatl[)n  and  Concenlrallon

Wastf,  Ex(  hange

Ener-gj hldterl,il  Kc( t)t  erv

Ji’aste  I n( Inerat  Ion ‘Trt,,it n](,llf
SeI  ure Ultlmate  Dlsp(J\al

ttraste reduction. Reducing the  amount of
hazardous waste at the source, through pro(,ess
changes, is desirahle.  Rest rirt lon of hazardous
c hemi~als  used rn operat  ion~, substitution of
less hazardous materials, and bet trr quality con-
trol to reduce  prodo(  tloo ii)[)llagp are all exam-
p l e s  o f  possible  a(tlons Ii hi(t)  r e d u c e  the
amount of hai?ardous  wra~t[~  rml~llring disposal
Also, the less hazar(ious  wa~tc  wh][,h must he
rflsposed,  the less the risk of eovlronmental
d a m a g e .  Materral  re(.over}.  iu( h as solvent
re(.laiming,  is another alternatil[~  wh i( h reduce~
waste w ithln  the 1 nd ust r]al fa( II It}

***

ln(;ineratiof]ltre~  tmt’r]t  10( ]neratron  e v e n
without energy resourx [>~ I \ desirable, in It\
proper order of pr]orlt~ , rnarnl}  to destroy or-
ganic wastes, Other r~()[)-t)~]lrl,]t)it, wastes should
he detoxified and nrutral]~ed  to the extent pos-
s]hle through phys]cal,  (.hem][  al, and biological
t rea tment .  Careful  attention to en~ironmental
emlsslons  with control equipment and monitor-
ing devices IS still required regardless of th[’
process employeed.

SOURCE Federal Register, VOI 41, No 61, Aug 18, 1976
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pects of waste minimization. TSDF permit hold-
ers who are not generators would not be able
to practice waste reduction since it must oc-
cur where wastes are produced. They can and
should, however, be expected to practice good
waste management.

The Manifest Certification

The waste minimization statement is in-
cluded as a part of the Generator’s Certifica-
tion on the manifest and reads:

. . . Unless I am a small quantity generator
who has been exempted by statute or regula-
tion from the duty to make a waste minimiza-
tion certification under Section 3002(b) of
RCRA, I also certify that I have a program in
place to reduce the volume and toxicity of
waste generated to the degree I have deter-
mined to be economically practicable and I
have selected the [practical]” method of treat-
ment, storage, or disposal currently available
to me which minimizes the present and future
threat to human health and the environment,

The Biennial Report

Under RCRA, both generators who ship haz-
ardous wastes offsite and those who generate
and/or treat, store, or dispose of hazardous
waste onsite must submit a biennial report by
March 1 of each even numbered year. Only
those generators who ship offsite (the same
group subject to the manifest certification) are
subject to the new waste minimization bien-
nial reporting regulation. They are required by
EPA to include in their reports:

. . . a description of the efforts undertaken
during the year to reduce the volume and tox-
icity of waste generated . . . [and] . . . a de-
scription of the changes in volume and toxic-
ity of waste actually achieved during the year
in comparison to previous years to the extent
such information is available for years prior
to 1984.

EPA placed these regulations under Part
262.41(a) of the RCRA regulations. Generators
who treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste

35The  ~,ord ~rfi(:tjcaj  ~t,h ich a~~ea  rs i n the a Imend ments  was

omitted from this statement in the regulations.

onsite are subject to biennial reporting require-
ments under Part 262.41(b) and, thus, do not
have to report biennially on waste minimiza-
tion efforts.36

The Permitting Condition

This third provision of the waste minimiza-
tion regulations requires permitters who treat,
store, or dispose of hazardous waste onsite
where such wastes are generated to certify:

. . . no less often than annually, that the per-
mittee has a program in place to reduce the
volume and toxicity of hazardous waste that
he generates” to the degree determined by the
permittee to be economically practicable; and
the proposed methods of treatment, storage
or disposal is that practicable method cur-
rently available to the permittee which mini-
mizes the present and future threat to human
health and the environment.

This certification must be placed in the oper-
ating file that is maintained on the site of the
TSD permitted facility.

Consequences of the Regulations

As a result of the way in which Congress
wrote the legislation and EPA the regulations,
generators of hazardous waste have been un-
evenly hit, no enforcement can reasonably take
place, and little evaluation can be made as to
whether the goals of waste minimization are
being met. The regulatory program will not
make possible the determination of whether
waste reduction is taking place. Table 1-1 in
chapter 1 summarizes how effectiveness has
been eroded by the statute, regulations, and
their implementation.

while many generators may operate in both
modes, those who ship their hazardous wastes
offsite are subject to two regulations; those who

361 t ~ an be argued  that these on site managed wastes are not
as potentially hazardous to the general public as those transported
offsite,  due to the lesser number of people with which they come
in contact. However, many hazardous waste disposal sites that
are now being cleaned up under the Federal Superfund program
or by private parties are located on the sites where the wastes
were  generated. The potential damage to the Nation’s ground-
\\’ater  is largely unknown.

sTItallcs a(j ded for em ~]hasis to ind i{; ate another change i n
phrasing.
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operate as a TSDF are subject to one. Small
quantity generators (SQGs), on the other hand,
are subject to the manifest certification but do
not need to comply with the waste minimiza-
tion portion of the biennial report.38 Table 5-3
gives a breakdown of the types of generators
under RCRA and the waste minimization reg-
ulations to which each is subject.

It will be difficult to evaluate how effective y
waste minimization is being implemented. Data
collected because of the regulations will be
sparse and inconclusive, Only the biennial
reporting regulation requires an actual descrip-
tion of voluntary efforts and the submission of
time series data to show whether wastes have
been reduced or not. (Both the manifest and
permit certification only require a statement
that such a program is in place and that wastes
that are generated are being managed properly.)
The information provided by the biennial re-
ports will be from a small subset of the Nation’s
RCRA hazardous waste generators, as the re-
porting ignores those wastes that are managed
on the site of generation.39 In addition, as dis-

~fl’rhe 1 {1~~  ~ mend  m [;n ts mandated EPA to pro mu]gat[? stand-
a rds bjr i\far.  ~) 1, 1986,  for Small  Quantity Generators mho gen -
er;ite  between 1 ()(] an{j 1,00(1 kilograms ~]er month. The statute
exempted SQGS  from TS1)F  permitting requirements if the~’ store
onsite  up to 180 days, rathc?r than 90 daj’s. EPA wrote the SQG
regu]at  1{) ns ~u{. h that SQ(l S are not subjw: t t o the ~vaste m i n i m i-
xations  hienn  ia] re~lort ing require m(?nts,  ‘rhe~’  are, howe[rer, sub-
Iect to the full manifesting pro~isions  of RCRA. Thus, the \\aste
minimization  certificate on the manifest form must be signed.
[51 Federal Register 10146, Mar, 24, 1986,]

a~-rh[; State of California has recognized this coverage  defi-
ciency of the biennial reports. A lam was enacted in September
1985 (Assembly Bill  No. 685)  that imposes the reporting require-
men ts as a ‘I’S t)F pe rm itt i n,g cond it ion for generators who man-
a,ge ~~’a s,tes o n the site of generation. The language adopted was
that of the 1984 RCRA Amendments, however, so that while  the
Statf: will be rf;cei~ring more information from a larger uni~erse
() f ~e nf’ra  t () rs, i t W. I 11 he the same  inconclusive information.

Table 5-3.—Waste Minimization Regulations

Regulations

Manifest Biennial Permit
Generators certif  i cat ion report cer!if  i cat ion.
Off site shipment. . . X x - 0 ‘-
Onsite  TSDF . . . . . . 0 0 x
Small quantity . . . . . . X o Xa

X = required, O = not required
aonly SQGS holdlng wastes more than 180 days need to obtain  a TDF Permit

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment

cussed in chapter 4 of this report, true waste
reduction can be disguised in waste generation
trend data by changes in production, changes
in the amount of nonhazardous constituents in
waste streams, regulatory changes, and cross-
media shifts. Despite this complication, the
regulations do not provide any guidance to
generators on appropriate waste minimization
measures.

A potential change in the emphasis of na-
tional policy arises out of the way that EPA
wrote the regulation regarding TSDFs. Lan-
guage appears in this regulation that never ap-
peared in the amendments and does not appear
in the other regulations. A TSDF permittee is
told that it is a condition of his permit that he
reduce the wastes that he generates. This phras-
ing implies an end-of-pipe approach to waste
minimization and is inconsistent with the fact
that TSDFs that only manage wastes are not
covered by waste minimization regulations. Ei-
ther EPA has placed a TSDF permittee in a
different category with regard to waste mini-
mization or the ambiguous phrases used else-
where (under manifesting and reporting) can
be interpreted in this latter fashion.40

From EPA’s perspective, enforcement is not
an important aspect of these regulations, as is
consistent with Congress’ objective of encour-
aging voluntary efforts. In the Federal Regis-
ter notice, EPA cited legislative history 41 a s
making it clear that the amendments do not au-
thorize EPA to interfere with or to intrude into
the production process. Reinforcing the volun-
tary nature of current waste reduction activi-
ties, the “economically practicable” test for the
reduction of the generation of hazardous waste
and the “practical method” test of hazardous
waste management are to be defined individu-
ally by each generator.

EPA, however, stated a concern with compli-
ance ‘‘with the certification signatory require-

qo~~hen  the bien 11] al r~?port  j n,g regu]at ions \%’ere trd t[s~ci td irlt(~
tht~ lnstru(:tions  on the form,  the phrase reads: “redu{;e the \I()]-
u m e and toxic i t} of th[? ktaza  r(~ous  tt.a ste ~trhi(;h .Iour  hu,sin(?,~,$
gent~rtife.s. ” [[ ;.S. FJtl\irotllll[?llt~l] [’protection Ayenc\’, Hazal  dous
\l’aste  (jenerator R[~p(jrt f o r  1985,  EI’A F’orm 8700-  13A (5-80]
Rc\ised ( 1 1-85). ]

~1 ~Js j Ilg the SC rjate Report N () . 98-284 on .S,757. See pre~inu  \
citation,
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ment” which it identifies as the manifest cer-
tification. 42 Manifests are not collected by EPA.
They are sequentially routed along with each
batch of hazardous waste and end up wherever
the material comes to rest. Copies of manifests
(with the certification) are not routinely in-
spected by EPA. Similarly, the waste minimi-
zation certifications made by TSDFS are placed
onsite. Verification of compliance could only
be made by collecting such documents from
the 5,000 national TSD permitted facilities.
Given the language used in the regulations,
however, verification of a signed certification,
would not indicate whether a generator has:
1) a program to reduce the generation of haz-
ardous waste, 2) a program to reduce waste that
is generated, or 3) a program that combines
both. OTA could not find any evidence of any
enforcement activity underway.

The EPA Report to Congress

In requiring EPA to study waste minimiza-
tion, Congress broke the task into the two com-
ponents of waste minimization. Both parts deal
with establishing requirements (i. e., no longer
a voluntary program) that generators comply
with national policy. In the first part EPA is
to advise on possible methods to require the
reduction of the generation of hazardous waste.
In the second, EPA is to advise on required good
management practices for those wastes that are
generated. Because EPA’s effort was ongoing
during OTA’S study, OTA has not been privy
to the content of EPA’s forthcoming report to
Congress. Sources of information that are avail-
able include statements made by EPA officials
preparing the report and drafts of contractor
background reports.

EPA recognizes that the 1984 RCRA Amend-
ments failed “ , , . to give [a] clear and concise
definition of the term waste minimization

425(J Federa]  Register 28734, JUIY  15,  1985.

. . . “43 However, instead of using the national
policy statement in the amendments as the ba-
sis for its working definition of “waste mini-
mization,” EPA has consulted legislative his-
tory (Senate Report No. 98-284) and, it says,
sought advice from outside organizations such
as the Great Lakes Regional Waste Exchange
and the National Association of Solvent Recy-
clers.44 Its definition of waste minimization be-
comes :45

Any source reduction or recycling activity
undertaken by a generator that results in (1)
the reduction of total volume of hazardous
waste or (2) the reduction of quantity and tox-
icity of hazardous waste, that is either gener-
ated or subsequently treated, stored, or dis-
posed. Such activities must be consistent with
the goals of minimizing present and future
threats to human health and the environment.

Source reduction is subsequently defined as:

Any activity that reduces or eliminates the
generation of a hazardous waste in a process.

and a material as being recycled if:

. . . it is used, reused, or reclaimed.

EPA’s source reduction is analogous to
OTA’S waste reduction. But, the emphasis of
national policy on waste reduction (i. e., its pri-
macy) is lost in the EPA definition of waste min-
imization. Source reduction activities are front-
end practices which by their nature minimize
hazardous substances and therefore lessen pub-
lic health and environmental risk. But in EPA’s
definition these practices carry no precedence
over recycling. The phrase “that is either gen-
erated or subsequently treated, stored, or dis-
posed” implies that waste minimization can
take place either before the wastes are gener-
ated or after.

AsJames  R. Berlow, Treatment Technology Section, U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, speech before the “Hazardous and
Solid Waste Minimization” conference of the Government In-
stitutes, Inc., May 8-9, 1986.

441bid.

dslbid.
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EPA’S IMPLEMENTATION OF WASTE MINIMIZATION

The Office of Solid Waste (OSW), one of three
major units under EPA’s Assistant Adminis-
trator for Solid Waste and Emergency Re-
sponse, is charged with implementing RCRA.
OSW is awaiting the findings of its report to
Congress to proceed with any waste minimi-
zation activities beyond the promulgation of
the regulations mandated by the 1984 RCRA
Amendments. 46 Meanwhile, little oversight is
being conducted of the implementation of those
regulations, and no waste minimization or-
ganizational entity has been set up within EPA.
Waste minimization is not a budget item; the
issue is given only passing reference in EPA’s
fiscal 1987 budget justification document.

With the inclusion of waste minimization in
the 1984 RCRA Amendments, Congress gave
some attention to the issue of reducing the
generation of waste. In regulating and imple-
menting waste minimization, EPA is caught be-
tween the statute’s call for regulations and con-
gressional intent that they not be intrusive.
Should enforcement occur, EPA has no criteria
of its own with which to judge compliance.
Congress left the choice of exactly how to meet
the regulations up to the regulated community
by providing that substantive determination of
“economically practicable” and “practicable
method currently available” be made by the
generator. Further, the statute did not explicitly
define waste minimization and EPA did not de-
fine it in the regulations. As a result, not only
the choice of actions but also the determination
of what actions constitute waste minimization
has been left up to the regulated community.47

A Low-Priority Issue

In keeping with Congress’ initial low-key ap-
proach to waste minimization, OSW has not
assumed a leadership role and considers waste
minimization a low-priority item on its agenda.
If considered at all, waste minimization is some-
thing for the future. This lack of priority and
of any distinctiveness given to waste minimi-
zation by EPA is reflected in many OSW state-
ments, actions, and publications, A draft doc-
ument, “Hazardous Waste Implementation
Strategy, ” produced by OSW in March 1986,
analyzes ways to incorporate all the 1984 RCRA
Amendments into the existing program. It also
provides some insight into OSW’s thoughts
about potential waste minimization options.
Within the short-term strategy section, waste
minimization receives only scant mention, as
a way to shift more responsibility to waste
generators. Under the long-term strategy (be-
yond 4 years), waste minimization becomes
“the long-run solution to many of [our] current
problems and should be a major component of
our long-run strategy. 48 The document then
discusses how increasing regulatory burdens
will make “this concept . . . feasible. ” Options
are presented that range from “voluntary im-
plementation and technology transfer to pro-
mulgating uniform waste generation limits by
industry category. ” The latter are presented in
terms of waste streams, whether they are un-
treatable and whether they are low or high risk.
Untreatable wastes, for instance, could be sub-
ject to minimization levels while minimization
of low-risk wastes could be affected by technol-
ogy transfer and outreach programs. A “mar-
ketable permits approach” could be considered
for high-risk, untreatable wastes.

qeMarcia Will lams, Director, Office of Solid Waste, U.S. Envi-
ronment]  Protection Agency, statement to OTA, Mar, 13, 1986.

47A de facto definition is evolving, however, The principal con-
tractor for EPA’s report to Congress on waste minimization has
been making speeches at conferences and seminars o~er the last
year using  a definition of waste minimization that includes wast[?
reduction, recycling and treatment—any actiirity  short of land
disposal, Because of the contractor’s known connection with
EPA, industry has been adopting this definition, despite the fact
that EPA’s own later working definition for the report does not
in(; lude treatment.

——
ML’, S. En\’ironmental  Prot(?ction  Agency, Office of Solid Waste,

“Hazardous W’aste Implementation Strategy, ” undated draft
(copy made a~ailable  to OTA from OSW in April 1986), p. 26.
In the April 19a6 issue of EPA  Journal, the director of OSW was
quoted as sa}ing  that this document, which concentrates on pol-
lution control, was to serve as a catalyst for discussion about
what is really important and key in the implementation of RCRA,
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A brochure, Highlights of the Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments of 1984: The New
RCRA requirements4g is sent in response to all
inquiries received about RCRA. A copy of the
brochure is presented as figure 5-3. Where is
there any mention of waste minimization? Is
it one of the “major changes?” Is it among the
list of the new law’s “significant provisions?”

In the Hazardous Waste section of EPA’s Op-
erating Guidance FY 1987, waste minimization
is not one of eight program priorities. It appears,
instead, under a subsection on “new initiatives”
within Goal 111: “Anticipate and prevent future
environmental problems and maintain high
levels of environmental quality. ” Other than an-
nouncing the anticipated report to Congress,
the single paragraph devoted to the subject
states that waste minimization “holds prom-
ise for helping to abate capacity shortfalls and
for assuring the public that effective efforts are
being made to manage waste responsibly. ” In
other words, waste minimization might help
to control pollution; no value is placed on pre-
vention. The only action indicated for 1987 is
the vague statement: “secure implementation
of appropriate waste reduction/minimization
m e t h o d  5 0

The Office of Solid Waste was reorganized
in May 1986, but the opportunity was not used
to raise the visibility of or bestow any impor-
tance on waste minimization or waste reduc-
tion. In fact, the opposite appears to have
occurred. Previous to OSW’s reorganization,
the group preparing the waste minimization re-
port to Congress was located in the Treatment,
Recycling, and Reduction Program, five levels
below the Assistant Administrator, Under the
reorganization, this program was renamed the
Treatment Technology Section. It remains five
levels down and under the Waste Treatment
Branch of the Waste Management Division (ex-
Waste Management and Economics Division)
of OSW. The Waste Treatment Branch is given
“primary responsibility for the assessment of

. . — — .  -
AOU,S.  Environment] Protection Agency, EPA/530-SW-85-008,

April 1985.
50U s Environmental  Protection Agency, Operating Guidance. .

FY 1987 (Washington, DC: Office of the Administrator, March
1986), p. 37.

technologies and promulgation of regulations,
guidelines, and guidances for the storage, treat-
ment, incineration, and recovery of hazardous
wastes. ” In the reorganization announcement,
the only time the words “waste minimization”
appear is as the last of the Waste Management
Division’s 32 assigned functions: “Developing
the Report to Congress on Waste Minimiza-
t i o n .5 1

Waste Minimization Oversight

It is a reflection of the lack of any focus on
waste minimization that responsibility for the
current requirements of the 1984 RCRA Amend-
ments is shared by many portions of OSW. As
mentioned, the report to Congress is being pre-
pared by the Treatment Technology Section.
The manifest certification, biennial reporting,
and permitting provisions are assigned to
offices normally responsible for such activities.
The State Programs Branch has overall respon-
sibility for seeing that the 1984 amendments
are implemented at the State level; EPA Re-
gional Offices are responsible for implemen-
tation in those States without authorized RCRA
programs. 52

The 1984 amendments provided that all re-
quirements or prohibitions of the act pertain-
ing to the generation, transportation, treatment,
storage, or disposal of hazardous waste were
to take effect in all authorized and nonautho-
rized States at the same time. EPA was directed
to carry out such requirements and prohibitions
directly in a State until the State became au-
thorized to do so. EPA decided that all the
RCRA rules promulgated on July 15, 1985, in-
cluding those regarding waste minimization,

slGary M. Katz, Director, Management and Organization Di-
vision, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, memorandum
on “Reorganization of the Office of Solid Waste, ” to Howard
M. Messner,  Assistant Administrator, May 7, 1986.

sZThe number  of States  with RCRA authorization changes from
time to time; as newly authorized States are added, existing au-
thorized States can lose that status by not adhering to the rules,
In March 1986, 33 States had received final authorization to oper-
ate RCRA programs. No States, at that time, had authorization
to implement the 1984 amendments. Federal and State RCRA
people often use the terms pre-HSWA authorization and post-
EfS WA authorization to distinguish between the latter two pos-
sible states of State RCRA authority,
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Highlights of
the Hazardous
and Solid Waste
Amendments of
1984

The New RCRA
Requirements

o n November 8, 1984, amendments were enacted
strengthening the Resource Conservation and

Recove~ Act (RCRA), the federaf law protecting
human health and the environment from the
improper management of hazardous waste. This
new legislation— the Hazardous and Soiid Waste
Amendments of 1984-makes many changes in the
national program that regulates hazardous waste
from the time it is generated to its final disposition.
The program 1s administered by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through its
Office of Solid Waste.

The new legislation makes major changes in the
program to:
. Contro] leaking underground storage tanks.
There may be as many as 10 million tanks used to
store fuel, toxic chemicals, and waste in the United
States. Leaking tanks are a growing source of
ground-water contamination.

● Control hazardous waste generated in quantities
between 100 and 1000 kilo~rams per month. The
inciusion of these small quantity generators will
increase the number of federally regulated
generators from about 15,000 to over 150,000.

. Phase out the land disposal of hazardous waste.
in the future, waste generators will have to reduce
the amounts of hazardous waste generated, recycle
their waste, and use other treatment technologies
to the maximum extent possible

● Give EPA authority to develop new crl terid for
facilities receiving nonhazardous soiid waste
(municipal iandfills) to ensure that these facilities
adequately protect human }]eaith and the
envl rorrmen t from ground-water contamination

The following is a iist of the new I.*w’s significant
provisions.

. Immediate prohibition against certain land
disposal practices, (for exarnpie, placement of
liquids in landfilis. salt beci formations, mines, and
caves: use of hazardo~ wa~te as a dust
suppressant; and certain types of injection of
hazardous waste].

. M inirnum technology requirements for hazardous
waste Iandfilis, surface tmpoundmen ts, and
incinerators (for example, installation of double
liners, systems for co]iecting leach~~e, aIId
ground-waler monitoring)

. Require[nc[][s ior re[rofi[ting L’eridl Il existing
surface impoundments with iiners.

. Expanded requirements for monltorlrrg and
cleanup of ground waier al fJcllit Ies holding
permits under RCRA.
. Authority to clean u p past  reie~ses of  hazardous
wastes at RCRA-permi tted fac II I [ Ies
. Authority [O expedite permits for new and
innovative treatment technologies to foster research
and developmcni
. Authority, to impose permit conditions beyond the
scope of the exis~irlg RCRA regulations 10 prolect
human heai[h and the environment
. Require mer; ts to identify addi I lon~l hazardol]s
wastes.
● A full assessment of the hazards posed by a waste
prior to dells[ing

● Enhanced federal en forcemerr t du t hOritl CS

(including Lhe .ibitt ty [o issue ‘correct I\e action
orders- to f~c II I t Ies U’I [ h i nterl m 5(.+ [ us under
RCRA)

. Requ Irenlel I ts for thorough In s p ect 1011> of federal
and state hd~.i rdr-rus urds[e fac il I [ Ies
.  Specific COI I  [ rols on t] )e burn i ng and blc I IJI n g  o f
hazardous wastes as fuels

. Requ i reme n [S for the I egLIIJt Iorl of used o I I

. T i gh ter COII [ rols o n t 11 e ex pro r [ u i hd ZJ rdo~l >
W’aste,

. A new progr.1 m i or ldcn t I !}rl n~ [he h c.il [ h risks
presented by flldl~’ldual surface lm]mur]cirl~rr][s anci
Iandilils
. New ci [ izer~ righ t$ u r]der Rc’~w 1 rl~] Ud I I )g
pari icipation I n the per mitt Ir]g procc>s. Iegdl
se[ tlernents, ~nd i r]vol~cmco t i n lc~.il ac[ ioI)5 where
past and pre>vn[ hazar dou~ w~s[e rn~rl,igenlenl
practices pOSC arl “ i m nl I nen 1 a IICi suhst dn [ Idl
}Iazdrd, -

While some oi IIlc pruils~ons of the new l~w took
effec[ I M Med I,i (c l)’, o[}lers drpcnd upon the
timetable Include. d I o (he iaw ~r]d I!2PA’s
mrornu ]f+j t i o I 1 0[ r eg~l IJ t ions I r] any case. I he new
k~’~w anlendrll~’rl ts W

r
I 11 tjrlr]g .~boui [lldjor ch~l~gcs

in ttle fu tur~> [l]<irl.i~c[llcr] [ oi 11.1 ;<~r(jous uas[e In
t)]e U n i ted s [ J I r>
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met that test and therefore were to “take effect
in authorized States and are Federally enforce-
able. ”53 Thus, until States are authorized un-
der the 1984 amendments, the burden is placed
on EPA to implement those amendments.

As of March 1986(8 months after the regula-
tions were promulgated) little oversight was be-
ing provided by EPA. OSW was not aware of
which States had adopted the new Uniform
Manifest, whether the biennial reporting forms
in use requested the required waste minimiza-
tion program information, or whether the waste
minimization conditions were being included
as a permit condition for TSDFS. OTA con-
ducted a telephone survey during the last 2
weeks in March 1986 to ascertain how much
implementation was underway since the infor-
mation was not available from OSW, In some
cases, EPA Regional Offices could supply the
information; in others it was necessary to con-
tact State RCRA offices.

One particular comment made repeatedly to
OTA by people in EPA Regional Offices and
in State RCRA offices was that no guidance was
provided by OSW to EPA Regional Offices,
States, or generators as to what constitutes
“waste minimization” or a waste minimization
program. The rationale for this lack of guid-
ance apparently derives from the nonintrusive
intent of the statute, which allows actions to
be determined by generators, The consequence
of this lack of guidance—especially of any at-
tempt to define waste minimization—is confu-
sion among generators and regulatory staff and
a lack of any consistency in reporting.

Manifest Certification

The waste minimization certification state-
ment was added to the Uniform Manifest; and
the new manifest became effective on Septem-
ber 1, 1985. The results of the telephone sur-
vey by OTA showed that, in general, States have
adopted the use of the new manifest for offsite
shipments.

The position of the waste minimization state-
ment on the manifest form caused some con-

s350 Federa]  Register 28729, July 15, 1985.

cern among generators, It was added as a sec-
ond paragraph to an already existing statement
certifying that the information on the form was
correct. In many firms a shipping supervisor
had been responsible for signing that certifi-
cation. It was not appropriate for that person
to certify, as well, that the firm had a waste
minimization program in place.

There is no Federal enforcement of manifests;
the regulated community is relied on to moni-
tor compliance and report possible violations
of the tracking system. Some States do collect
manifests, primarily to obtain waste generation
data54,”

Biennial Reporting

Under RCRA regulations, all generators and
TSDFS must report the previous year’s activi-
ties biennially (in even numbered years).55 This
reporting system was first used in 1984 (cover-
ing 1983), and the second reporting was done
in 1986. In States with RCRA authority, gener-
ators and TSDFS report to their State, which
in turn must send a summary of the collected
information to EPA. In States without RCRA
authority, generators and TSDFS report to the
EPA region covering their State. The EPA re-
gion is then responsible for the summary re-
port to EPA. Generators and TSDFS must re-
port by March 1; States and EPA Regional
Offices have until September 30 to submit a
summary report to EPA.

The last set of information collected by the
biennial report in 1984 was never aggregated
to provide data on a national level about the
state of waste generation in 1983, A major prob-
lem encountered by EPA was the lack of con-
sistency of waste definitions among States.
Few, if any, of the problems that prevented
aggregation of the 1983 data were corrected
prior to the collection of the 1985 data,

Biennial reporting is the only one of the three
waste minimization activities in which the stat-
ute language specifically requires generators

SAFOr  instance,  NeW York, New Jersey, California, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, and Illinois collect a copy of the manifest and com-
puterize the data.

~ssome States  require annual reporting.
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to indicate any changes in volume and toxicity
of waste over the previous year. But neither the
statute nor the regulations provide a standard
and appropriate measurement method. As a re-
sult, the data collected will be inconclusive. It
will also be sparse, because this reporting is
only required of those who ship wastes offsite,
a subset of the Nation’s generators.

EPA did not forewarn generators about the
new waste minimization reporting require-
ments. The EPA form for 1985 reporting in-
cluded three-quarters of a page titled ‘‘Section
XVI. Waste Minimization (narrative descrip-
tion).” The complete instructions for this sec-
tion are:

Describe in the space provided your efforts,
undertaken during calendar year 1985, to re-
duce the volume and toxicity of the hazard-
ous waste which your business generates. Also
describe changes in waste volume and toxic-
ity actually achieved during 1985 in compari-
son to previous years, to the extent possible.5B

Some States have their own forms; some have
used the EPA form. Some, such as Minnesota,
used the previous 1983 form as a guide and the
result was that they failed to collect the waste
minimization information. One State, New Jer-
sey, went beyond the Federal requirement and
included with the reporting form a survey for
generators to complete on waste minimization
activities. This was not done because New Jer-
sey saw a need for a more systematic collec-
tion of information. Instead, State officials were
afraid that without providing some further ex-
planation of “waste minimization” they would
be overloaded with telephone calls from gener-
ators wondering what that narrative statement
should contain (see ch. 6).

EPA did not provide any supplemental in-
formation to generators about the new report-
ing requirements. One EPA official was advis-
ing generators who asked for guidance about
their narrative statement to consult the statute
(rather than the regulations). They were also

50U ,s.  E n v i r o n m e n t ]  P r o t e c t i o n  A g e n c y ,  H a z a r d o u s  W a s t e
Generator Report for 1985 [Form 8700 -13A (5-80] Revised (1 1-
85)]. The section of the regulations coiering  the reporting re-
quirements is also included as part of the form packet, Italics
added for emphasis.

informed that simply stating: “I have no waste
minimization program” would be acceptable
since the statute language did not require gener-
ators to have such a program. Procedural guid-
ance was given to EPA regions for those re-
quired to conduct the biennial reporting for
unauthorized States but no guidance was pro-
vided to authorized States. EPA considers the
burden of reporting to be on generators to fol-
low the statute and regulations, whether or not
the State form includes a request for a waste
minimization statement.

Despite the lack of EPA oversight, a majority
of States appear to have included a waste mini-
mization statement requirement. This informa-
tion, however, will be kept at the State level as
States do not have to include waste minimiza-
tion information on the summary that they must
supply to EPA by the end of September. Be-
cause of the lack of guidance given to genera-
tors as to what constitutes waste minimization,
there will be no consistency in the information
that is reported to States or EPA. Given the EPA
language in the instructions that accompany
its form, it should be expected that most gener-
ators will report on waste management rather
than on waste prevention activities.

Permitting

All TSDFS must obtain an operating permit
from EPA (or their State if it has RCRA author-
ity). The permit is issued in two steps: An in-
terim (Part A) followed by a final (Part B) per-
mit. So far, most TSDFS are operating with
interim permits and can continue to operate
that way until EPA or the State notifies them
to apply for a Part B. Until States are authorized
to implement the 1984 RCRA Amendments, a
joint permitting system exists for new TSDF
permits, A State can issue a permit covering
the pre-1984 amendments and the EPA region
attaches the additional 1984 amendment re-
quirements.

In the case of permitting, EPA did offer guid-
ance to Regional Offices. In a memo on Septem-
ber 1985,57 it advised them on how to proceed

sT~ruce  R. weddle, I)ireCtOr,  Permits and State programs Di-
vision, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, U.S. En\’i-
ron mental Protection Agency, memo to Hazardous Waste Di\’ i-
sion Directors, Regions I-X, Sept. 11, 1985.
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with the waste minimization permit condition.
In addition to providing the appropriate lan-
guage58 the memo dealt with the joint permit-
ting system. It suggested that if the waste mini-
mization condition was the only 1984 RCRA
Amendment condition of a permit, then a spe-
cial arrangement could be worked out with the
States (prior to authorization) whereby they
could incorporate the waste minimization con-
dition themselves when writing an onsite TSDF
permit.

sB1t is Yuiie brief. An addition of the phrase ‘‘and (9 [on-site
only])” to the Operating Record portion of the permit refers the
permittee back to the 40 CFR 264.73 section where the operat-
ing record regulations are written. Paragraph [9) of that section
contains the annual certification of waste m inimixat  ion re-
quirement.

.

OTA found that the aspect of the waste mini-
mization regulations that deals with permitting
conditions was well understood at the region
level. Either regions were assuming responsi-
bility (under the joint permitting procedure) or
held responsibility for unauthorized States or
they had arranged to delegate the responsibil-
ity to the States. What was not clear at the re-
gional and State levels was how to explain to
generators just what constituted a waste mini-
mization program. In other words, how to write
the permit and what to write in the permit had
been made clear. But, what generators with per-
mits are expected to write up in their annual
waste minimization statement was left unclear,

WASTE MINIMIZATION:

From a nonintrusive regulatory statute, a con-
tradictory voluntary waste minimization pro-
gram with mandatory reporting requirements
has been created. It is an attention getting ap-
proach that can cause those firms subject to
the regulations—or, certain people in them—
to give more thought to waste minimization.
But, in the absence of an official definition for
waste minimization, responses should predict-
ably be more of the easy, familiar waste man-
agement actions that have been taken in the
past. Growing awareness and the threat of a
more stringent regulatory program may moti-
vate some firms to do as much as seems feasi-
ble. But other firms uncertain about future leg-
islation and/or regulations may do little, holding
off on major changes to make sure that they
will conform to future legislative and regula-
tory language. This latter response may be espe-
cially true in a regulatory environment with lit-
tle enforcement.

As discussed above, however, certain legis-
lative and regulatory aspects of the current,
voluntary waste minimization program assure
that neither a qualitative or quantitative evalu-
ation of its impact can be objectively accom-
plished. All mandatory reporting is in a narra-
tive form, and there is no recognized definition
of waste minimization to at least standardize
the reports.

A VOLUNTARY ENDEAVOR
Today there is no way to know with any cer-

t a i n t  y  w h e t h e r  w a s t e  r e d u c t i o n  h a s  o c c u r r e
is the principal focus of action or even whether
industrial practices are changing and w a s t e

m i n i m i z a t i o n  i s  u n d e r w a y .  T h r e e  s o u r c e s  o f
formation are available and can offer some in-
dication of what is happening: 1) anecdotal evi-
dence from firms in public statements about
their waste minimization plans, 2) hundreds of
case histories presented in the literature and
at conferences, and 3) generator surveys con-
ducted to ascertain attitudes and forecast waste
reduction’s potential, None of these sources can
reliably provide the information being sought.
Anecdotal evidence contributes to the body of
knowledge but does not provide definitive in-
formation, Case histories only report positive
experiences. Waste reduction forecasts are
flawed because they fail to consider that waste
reduction technology encompasses the entire
arena of industrial production (see ch. 3).

Corporate Plans

While a number of firms have well-publicized
waste minimization plans, firms without any
plans are silent, Some positive response to the
current voluntary program does not necessarily
indicate a readiness throughout U.S. industry
to embrace waste minimization. Moreover, for
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some of the same reasons that compliance does
not necessarily follow regulations, plant activ-
ities can remain unrelated to corporate plans
and statements. Many firms have supplied OTA
with copies of their corporate waste minimi-
zation plans. The examples presented below,
which show commitment by three firms, point
out that the definition of waste minimization
varies but tends to include waste reduction and
waste management and that waste reduction
is not given any primacy, In general, firms are
reluctant to provide the level of detail that
would give convincing proof of waste reduc-
tion because of proprietary concerns.

A major U.S. firm has formed a Corporate
Hazardous Waste Minimization Committee. It
has instructed its plant managers on how to
comply with the waste minimization regula-
tions. Information has been requested from
plant managers to form the basis of company
reporting requirements, Included are: 1) quan-
tities and nature of wastes generated per year,
2) procedures and technologies used in waste
disposition, 3) steps taken to reduce the volume
and/or toxicity of wastes generated, and 4)
changes in volume and/or toxicity achieved.
However, nowhere in the corporate documents
is the distinction made between the reduction
of the generation of wastes (waste reduction)
and reduction of wastes that have already been
generated (waste management). Also, the com-
pany has asked its plants to report volume
and/or toxicity reduction, whereas the regula-
tions ask for volume and toxicity reduction.
While manufacturing process change is iden-
tified as a way to promote the reduction of
wastes, the two research projects funded in
1986 (solidification and incineration) are in-
tended to solve waste management problems
not enhance the feasibility y of waste reduction.

Another firm, a medium-sized chemical com-
pany, defined waste minimization in an internal
notification about the new RCRA regulations,
The definition includes generation minimiza-
tion, recycle/reuse, treatment, and disposal.
While the document does not explain the term
generation minimization, its placement in the
list of actions implies reduction of the genera-
tion of waste and the document does suggest

that selecting production processes that mini-
mize byproduct streams is the most cost-effec-
tive and efficient method of dealing with
wastes.

Minimization is defined in a major chemi-
cal company’s corporate plan as any waste re-
duction or waste management practice short
of land disposal. Corporate policy does place
waste reduction as the prime consideration,
and the company has given detailed informa-
tion in public forums about its waste reduction
projects. Public relations brochures on the envi-
ronmental policies of two of the company’s
plants contain graphs showing significant re-
ductions in air releases and water emissions
of specific hazardous wastes over 10 years de-
spite increased product production at the
plants. Left unsaid, however, is how the reduc-
tions were accomplished. Waste reduction re-
ceives a one-line mention in each brochure
while the balance of the 24 pages deals with
waste management. This emphasis on waste
management leaves the impression that waste
reduction was not the prime factor in the re-
duced levels and that pollution control or waste
management may have occurred.

Case Histories

OTA reviewed the literature on waste reduc-
tion case histories (see ch. 5). Case studies per-
tain to both waste management (consistent with
waste minimization) and waste reduction. 1n
general, OTA found that often the data most
critical for analysis were omitted. Hazardous
substances were poorly identified, information
about the concentrations of chemicals in waste
streams was missing, and it was often difficult
to ascertain whether the reported waste reduc-
tion involved volume or toxicity or both, In
addition, because case histories have focused
almost exclusively on RCRA wastes, air and
water examples were difficult to obtain and
often suspected shifts from RCRA to air or
water could not be documented.

Surveys

Another way to determine the status of waste
reduction is through a survey of generators.
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One section of OTA’s industry survey (see app.
A) was to have been completed only by those
firms that have engaged in waste reduction
activities. Of the 99 firms that completed the
survey, only four skipped that section. This high
rate of response seems to imply that most firms
have waste reduction activities underway. It
could, however, also be a consequence of the
fact that the survey respondents were biased
toward waste reduction, and this bias should
lead to a higher than normal activity level.

Other surveys have been conducted in the last
year or so by a consulting firm while analyz-
ing the need for hazardous waste facilities in
several States. These surveys asked generators
who ship wastes offsite to project their plant’s
potential for waste reduction, Thus, these firms
were to respond about the current feasibility
for waste reduction, given the extent of their
knowledge, weight of current incentives to re-
duce wastes, and current disincentives to gen-

erate hazardous waste. In an indirect way these
results can be seen as indicating the extent to
which surveyed generators have considered
waste reduction. These estimates of potential
should be somewhat higher than activities ac-
tually underway. A compilation of the results
for five States over a variety of industry cate-
gories and waste streams shows that the po-
tential for waste reduction ranges from 4 to 47
percent. (For more information on these sur-
veys, see ch. 3.)

Under the current waste minimization pro-
gram, little definitive information is voluntar-
ily made available that makes it possible to as-
sess the current state of waste reduction and
little is being collected for future analysis be-
cause of the waste minimization regulations in
effect today. It is possible to say that some work
is underway but not to say how much, how wide-
spread it is across the Nation, or how environ-
mentally significant it is.

THE EXISTING MEDIA PROGRAMS: WASTE REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES AND PROBLEMS

The environmental programs with major na-
tionwide influence on U.S. industry are those
based on: the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Clean
Air Act, The impact of TSCA over the last 10
years has been primarily the cost to chemical
manufacturers of reporting. The Superfund
(CERCLA) program affects the economics of
industrial activity directly through its taxing
mechanisms and, indirectly, through liability
provisions.

The following reviews of these major statutes,
regulations, and programs offer some insight
into the opportunities and problems associated
with operating a waste reduction program with-
in the context of the existing environmental pro-
tection system,59 Table 5-4 contains general in-
formation about the programs and includes
information on the Federal Insecticide, Fungi-
cide, and Rodenticide (F IFRA) and Safe Drink-
ing Water (SDW) programs, as well. As the table

Soln  Ch. q of this report, the relevance to waste reduction of
the information and data collection systems of the current envi-
ronmental programs is separately evaluated.

also shows, about $1 billion has been requested
for Federal spending on these program for fiscal
year 1987. Most of these funds cover pollution
control; very little is spent on waste reduction.
(See table 5-2 for a comparison on government
spending for pollution control vs. waste re-
duction,)

Throughout the following analysis only the
Federal level is considered. Some State envi-
ronmental programs may effectively compen-
sate for some of the Federal deficiencies. It is,
however, beyond the scope of this report to ana-
lyze 50 State air, water, and hazardous waste
regulatory programs. State waste reduction pro-
grams are the subject of chapter 6 in this report.

Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act60

Since its beginnings, the RCRA program has
been a waste management program. Through

~The waste minimization actions mandated by the 1984 RCRA
Amendments are discussed in preceding sections of this chap-
ter. This section covers other aspects of the RCRA program that
pertain to waste reduction.



Table 5-4.—Comparison of Environmental Control Media Programs

Program

R C R A

Clean Alr

Clean Water

T S C A

F I F R A

S D W

Fiscal year
1987 request
(mllllons $)a

$256.2

$2392

$2178

$ 893

$ 69.4

$ 841

Parties subject
to regulation

Generators
Transporters
Treatment, storage, and

disposal facllltles
(TSDFS)

EPA office—
Office of Solid Was~~

(under Assistant Admlnlstrator
for Solid Waste and Emergency
Response)

Pollutants covered

Hazardous waste, either Ilsted
or by meeting characteristic
test

Type of regulation

Management standards,
EPA sets by regulation

Assistant Admln!strator for AIr
and Radiation

Alr (crlterla) pollutants
Hazardous

Industnal sources
Mobile sources

EPA sets emlsslon
I lmlts/standards

State or local authorities
permit

Assistant Admfnlstrator for Water Conventional
TOXIC priority
Nonconventional

By Industrial category
emission guldeltnes set by
EPA, allowed discharges set
by permit

Pretreatment standards set by
EPA

Direct dischargers Into U.S
waters !ncluding publ!cly
owned treatment works
(POTWS)

Indirect dischargers (into
POTWS)

Office of TOXIC Substances
(under Assistant Administrator
for Pestlcldes and TOXIC

Substances)

Potentially any chemical, must
be judged “unreasonable
risk”

Manufacturers and
Importers of chemicals

Can prohlblt manufacture,
require Iabellng, Ilmlt
production, require
record keeping, control
disposal methods. require
notification to customers

Statute excludes some
speclflc substances,
prohlblts manufacture of
PCBS

Office of Pestlclde Programs
(under Assistant Admlnlstrator
for Pestlcldes and TOXIC

Substances)

EPA sets regulations on use,
registers manufacturers,
monitors residues

Pestlcldes Manufacturers
Users

States certify firms that apply
pesticides

Office of Drinking Water Contaminants found In Suppliers of drtnklng water

Users of underground
Inject Ion wells

EPA sets national allowable
maximum concentration
levels (MCLS) and
regulations for users of
Inject Ion wells

(under Assistant Admlnlstrator
for Water)

dr!nklng water

States Implement and enforce
aBudget data are from EPA s Budget Justlflcatlon Document for f!scal  year 1987

SOURCE Office  of Technology Assessment
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the act or regulations, RCRA defines hazard-
ous wastes; prescribes a manifesting system for
all wastes shipped off the site of generation;
and sets operating standards for generators of
hazardous waste, for facilities that treat, store,
or dispose of hazardous wastes, and for trans-
porters of hazardous waste. Permits are re-
quired to operate treatment, storage, and/or dis-
posal facilities.

While this management system sounds com-
prehensive, exclusions and operating ineffi-
ciency erode its effectiveness. Congress, in the
1984 RCRA Amendments, tried to fix the defi-
ciencies by setting up a series of land disposal
bans based on chemical classes, bringing small
quantity generators into the system, requiring
the control of underground storage tanks, and
requesting studies on such recognized problems
as discharges of hazardous wastes to publicly
operated treatment works (POTWs) and on
mine wastes.

The failure of land disposal to control pollu-
tion has become well known, especially under
the companion Superfund program. In mov-
ing toward land disposal bans, the RCRA pro-
gram is, however, also moving away from the
current method of defining hazardous wastes.
This change has implications for waste reduc-
tion. Traditionally, once a substance is defined
as a hazardous waste, any amount or concen-
tration of that waste is hazardous. There are
no limits placed on the amount that can be gen-
erated, but once generated it must be managed
in a prescribed manner. Waste reduction oc-
curs when less of a hazardous waste is gener-
ated. Under initial plans for land disposal bans,
EPA has developed a system of permissible
water-borne releases, similar to the basic sys-
tem used in the air and water programs. On
a more comprehensive basis, but at a more pre-
liminary stage within the RCRA program, is
a plan to redefine the universe of hazardous
wastes using a health-based model for setting
permissible concentrations.” Should such a
change eventually be adopted, a hazardous
waste could be eliminated—in a regulatory
sense—simply by lowering its concentration.

61 Irlside ~’, P.A.  \l’ecA/\, R~?port, vol. 7, ,No. 23, ]U ne ~, 1986.

If, under a health-based model, hazardous
wastes are ranked by degree of hazard, then
waste reduction could occur when a less haz-
ardous material is substituted,

The land disposal bans process is also push-
ing the RCRA program toward “the use of treat-
ment technologies on a large and comprehen-
sive scale,” despite the fact that “ . . . waste
minimization, recycling and reuse [are] the pre-
ferred solutions under RCRA. 62 (Preferred so-
lutions, with waste reduction at the top of the
list, were first officially articulated by EPA in
1976; see figure 5-2.) While millions of dollars
are being spent by the RCRA program on land
disposal bans and treatment technology, the ex-
panded use of the stated preferred solutions is
left to “ . . . the normal operation of the mar-
ke tp lace . 6 3

The POTW study64 was conducted to deter-
mine if the Domestic Sewage Exclusion in
RCRA should be repealed, This exemption
states that domestic sewage and any “mixture
of domestic sewage and other wastes that
passes through a sewer system to a publicly-
owned treatment works for treatment” is not
a hazardous waste.65 The rationale for this ex-
emption under RCRA is that industrial wastes
discharged to sewers are regulated by CWA’S
pretreatment standards. Among its findings, the
study concluded that 95 percent of the metals
in such discharges were eliminated due to
Clean Water Act regulations. At the same time,
the control systems required by these regula-
tions were catching only 50 percent of the

--
“John  P. Lehman, “Can Pollution Be I)estroye{i?”  EPA /our-

naf, April 1986, p. 10.
63 I bi(~. EPA has proposed spending over $75 m 1]11  On i 11 fi seal

}rt?ar  1987 on a Hazardous Waste budget category called  Regula-
tions, Guidelines, and Policies, [U.S. Environmental Protect ion
Agen(;y, justification for Appropriation Estimdte,s for L’onlmit-
tee on Appropriations, Fiscal Jrear 1987, pp. Hil’-,?3 and HM’-
25,j.4 major [:omporrent  of that categor~r is the cfeireloprnent of’
the land disposal hans.  Under~tra~’ is the identification of best
demonstrated a~ailabfe technolog~’  (BDA  T) for classes of tt’astes
harmed from lane] disposal.

~~[,r.s>,  Erl L,iror]nlerltal Protection Agerr[;~’, Reimrt to Congress
on the Discharge of Hazardous Wastes to Puhlicl~’ Owrrred 7’reat-
ment Works (Washington, DC: Office  of Water Regulations and
Standards, February 1986).

1~5~0  ~FR r~a rt 261 .Q(a)(ii). The r e g u l a t i o n  actualljr  states  t h a t
such mixtures are not solid \\’astes. Howe\er,  due to RCRA reg-
ulations, a suhsta  nce must first be judged a solid waste before
it can be a hazardous waste.
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organics discharged to POTWS.66 EPA recom-
mended that continuation of the CWA pro-
grams “ . . . can bring about major, additional
reduction of organic substances. “67 In other
words, despite past experience, it was con-
cluded that the regulations based on pollution
control would eventually work effectively to re-
move pollutants, There was no consideration
given in the study to solving the problem by
reducing the generation of hazardous wastes
which are now being dumped into the sewage
system,

In the EPA report to Congress on mine
wastes, waste reduction was considered. The
extraction and processing of minerals presents
some unique problems for waste reduction. The
objective in mineral extraction is to obtain as
high as possible a concentration of the desired
mineral, leaving behind waste tailings. When
chemicals must be used to assist in the separa-
tion process, the EPA report points out that:
‘‘some changes in beneficiation processes can
lead to changes in the chemical composition
of the tailings released into tailings impound-
ments. 6 8

Recycling Regulations

New RCRA regulations on recycled materi-
als, which are often cited as disincentives to
waste minimization, became effective in July
1985. ’9 As discussed in chapter 1, it is difficult
to determine precisely the difference between

~~somc-()~  ~he (;h{;m ic;a]s released b~’ industries are shifted to
the air and land during t ransportat ion” to POTWs.  At the POTW,
the received chemicals (loadings) are either destroyed or dis-
chargeci  to the air, land, and water. Of the substances receii’ed
b~ the POTW group in(;luded in the study, 14 to 25 percent volati-
lizes to a]r, 43 to 62 percent biodegrades,  14 to 15 percent ends
up in sludge, and 8 to 18 percent is discharged into surface water.
[Report to Congress on the Discharge of Hazardous Jt’astes to
Pub/ic/~’ Owned  7’reatment lt’orks,  op. cit., p. 5-8.]

~T1,ee M, Thomas, Administrator, U.S. Environmental protec-
tion Agency, POTW study transmittal letter to U.S. Congress,
Feb. 7, 1986.

68(J s, E nk,l ron nl(;nt  al ~)rot(;(;t  ion Agen(;  ]”, ~$’ilSteS  frOm the E’~’-

tractlon  and Beneficlation  of Afetallic  Ores, Phosphate Rock,
Asbestos,  Ot,erburden  from [ ‘ranium &lining,  and Oil  Shale,
EPA/530-SW-85-033 (lVashington,  DC: Office of Solid LVaste,  De-
cember 1985), p. 3-5.

Hsrrh[; f i nal rules  were  J]ublished  i n 50 Federal Register 614,
Jan. 4, 1985. The regulations may be altered somewhat in 1987
b~ a lawsuit  pending in the U.S. (;ourt  of Appeals in Washing-
ton, 1)(1.

recycling as waste reduction and recycling as
waste management. EPA explicitly excluded
from regulation those recycling activities it de-
termined not to be waste management prac-
tices. TO In general, under the new regulations,
recycled (used, reused, or reclaimed) materials
are defined as solid wastes. As such, recycJed
materials can be subject to hazardous waste reg-
ulations under Subtitle C of RCRA. Special ex-
emptions, however, allow waste reduction to
occur outside of RCRA. A key exemption is ma-
terials “ , . . recycled by being returned to the
original process from which they are generated,
without first being reclaimed, 71 If a material
is first reclaimed before being returned to a
process, a variance must be obtained to exempt
that material from RCRA regulations.

A major benefit of waste reduction is avoid-
ing the regulatory system since that which is
not produced is not regulated, The recycling
regulations can require a firm to apply for a
variance if its waste reducing in-process recy-
cling requires a reclamation step. While the var-
iance procedure provides for regulatory escape,
it can also be a deterrent to waste reduction,
The need for a variance can also prod industry
to consider alternate waste reduction approaches
(such as changes in process technology and
equipment, process inputs, and end products)
which have less of an add-on or end-of-pipe
character and may be more difficult to achieve
technic ally. 72

New regulations concerning the burning and
blending of fuels and use of waste oils are also
often cited as disincentives to waste minimi-
zation because they regulate practices that can
reduce the use of land disposal, Depending on
the circumstances, OTA considers the burning
and blending of fuels to be, at best, a marginal
waste reduction approach. Such regulations

7050 Federal  Register  619, Jan,  4, 1985, Part 1( I I 1)( B] Secondary
Materials That Are .Not Solid \Vastes,

7140 CFR  [~art 261 ,Zg(e)(  1 ). Reclamation is  defined b~’ RCRA
as an actik’it~’  that: 4’ . involves the regeneration of wast(?s or
the re[;oter}  of materials from waste s,” [50 Federal Register 618,
Jan. 4, 1985, ]

72 See Ch. 3 of this report  for a complete discussion of waste
reduction approaches and the tendenc}?  of industr~’ to concen-

trate;  on in-process rf;(. }(:ling.
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could indirectly and positively influence waste
reduction decisions by increasing the cost of
producing these materials.

Small Quantity Generators (SQGs)

The 1984 RCRA Amendments brought into
the system those firms generating between 100
and 1,000 kilograms per month of hazardous
waste. The SQG regulations, finalized on March
24, 1986,73 included two on waste minimiza-
tion: manifest certification and the TSDF per-
mitting condition. SQGs must now complete
a portion of the biennial report but not the waste
minimization section.

Most of the nonregulatory activities related
to SQGs in RCRA have been outreach efforts
to assure that such generators become aware
of their new responsibilities. One method of do-
ing so has been through the dispersal of RCRA
Section 8001 grant funds via EPA Regional
Offices to State and local governments and
other nonprofit entities.74 The fiscal year 1985
funds ($4.5 million), were not intended exclu-
sively for SQG-related projects. They were in
part to:

. . . fund the development or implementation
of State or local hazardous waste management
efforts not directly permit-related but focused
on innovative waste management activities,
such as waste reduction, waste exchange, sit-
ing, use of alternatives to land disposal, shared
treatment, and assistance to small quantity
generators, which will reduce dependency on
land disposal . . . 75

However, the single largest group of projects
that resulted and most of the funding went for
SQG education and assistance projects. A re-
view of the summaries of 80 such projects re-
veals that most dealt with compliance needs.
Only three projects included waste reduction.
The second set of funds (fiscal year 1986, $4.5
million) was awarded by the Regional Offices

7351 Fed~a] Register 10146.
TaThe availabi]ity  of these funds has been one of the reasons

that State waste reduction ~rograms  have targeted such genera-
tors. See the discussion in ch. 6 of this report.

T5u.s. Environmental  Protection Agency, “Guidance on use
of Additional Appropriation for State and Local Activities, ” At-
tachment B to memorandum from Lee Thomas to all Regional
Administrators, Dec. 13, 1984.

for projects based on the same guidance infor-
mation as was provided for the previous year.
For this reason, it is unlikely that waste reduc-
tion will become a higher priority during the
second round of projects. It was expected that
a large portion again will be directed at SQGs,
as supporters again conducted an organized ef-
fort to obtain the funds,76

There was at least one possible win and one
definite loss for waste reduction in the 1986
Section 8001 grants. Pennsylvania’s Department
of Environmental Resources was awarded
$125,000 by EPA Region 3 to fund “hazardous
waste source reduction” demonstration or pi-
lot projects. Despite the fact that Pennsylvania’s
definition of source reduction is similar to
OTA’S waste reduction, the grants will be avail-
able for both waste reduction and waste man-
agement projects. The loss is a research and
technical assessment program begun by Ten-
nessee’s Department of Economic and Com-
munity Development with fiscal year 1985
Section 8001 funds that will not continue. Ten-
nessee had received $90,000 for Phase I of this
program, which was matched by $10,000 in
State appropriated funds. The department’s re-
quest to EPA for 1986 funding for Phase II was
denied by Region 4. One goal of the project had
been to “reduce hazardous waste generation
for 3 to 5 selected industrial categories by 20
to 50 percent.” Both State projects are aimed
at small and medium-sized business.

Clean Air Act (CAA)77

Federal responsibilities concerning industrial
sources of air pollution have included the set-
ting of National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for total suspended particulate, sul-
fur dioxides, carbon monoxide, nitrogen di-
oxides, ozone, and lead; the setting of National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollut-
ants (N ESHAP); the imposition of new source

——. . .
76Marty  Madison, Office  of Solid Waste, U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, personal communication, May 14, 1986.
TTAlthough  initia]  versions of the act date from the early  1960s,

the Clean Air Act was passed essentially in its present form in
December 1970 (Public Law 91-604) with additional amendments
in I!3i’7 (Public Law 95-95). Legislation was pending in the !lgth
Congress to amend the act.
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performance standards (NSPS) on emissions
from new stationary sources of pollution; and
oversight for State programs which set up per-
mitting systems to control actual emissions .78

The Clean Air Act begins, “Title I—Air Pol-
lution Prevention and Control” and continues
with Findings and Purposes, among which are:

that the prevention and control of air pol-
lution at its source is the primary responsibil-
ity of States and local governments; and
. , . that Federal financial assistance and

leadership is essential for the development of
cooperative Federal, State, regional, and lo-
cal programs to prevent and control air pollu-
tion. 79

Title I includes the stationary source provi-
sions of the Clean Air Act, those that affect U.S.
industry. 80 The phrase prevention and control
appears throughout the first sections of the act.
The Administrator is to encourage cooperative
activities “by the States and local governments
for the prevention and control of air pollution.”
A national R&D program is to be established
for the prevention and control of air pollution,81

The Pollution Control Culture Under CAA

Unlike under the Clean Water Act, where pol-
lution control has been the primary tool, both
pollution control and prevention have been
adopted under CAA. In the 1970s, initial actions
by EPA concentrated on setting NAAQS. These
environmental quality standards, which serve
as the basis for individual plant emission limits
determined at the local level, are now well estab-
lished. Standards for numerous new sources and
standards for six hazardous air pollutants have
been promulgated. Unlike NAAQS, these lat-
ter two categories (NSPS and NESHAP) deter-
mine emission limits for individual sources of
pollutants and can be industry-specific.

nEpA  can a]so prevent Slgrl  ificant  deteriorat ion (PSII) in
selected regions where NAAQS are higher than ambient condi-
tions and place I imits  on new emissions in non attainment areas
where NAAQS  are not being met. Under CAA, EPA also deals
with air pollution from mobile sources.

Tglta]ics  for emphasis, Section 101[3)  and (4).
SoTitle  I I deals  with mobile sources.
alClean Air Act, Section 102(a) and 103(a].

Conventional (Criteria) Pollutants .—The Air Quality
Criteria and Control Technologies section82 of
CAA governs conventional pollutants. With the
issuance of air quality criteria documents,
which give the scientific basis for NAAQS, EPA
is obligated to provide information to States and
air pollution control agencies on “air pollution
control techniques” related to specific air pol-
lutants, However, such information must in-
clude data on “ . . . available technology and
alternative methods of prevention and control
of air pollution. Such information shall also in-
clude data on alternative fuels, processes, and
operating methods which will result in elimi-
nation or significant reduction of emissions. 83

Thus, while the statute requires EPA to dissem-
inate information on pollution control meth-
ods to meet the criteria, it is also supposed to
accompany that information with alternative
methods that include waste reduction ap-
proaches, (See ch. 3 for a discussion of waste
reduction methods.)

New Source Performance Standards .—Section 111 of
CAA requires EPA to set NSPS based on the
“application of the best technological system
of continuous emission reduction . . . the Ad-
ministrator determines has been adequately
demonstrated . . . “ The technological system
is defined by the statute in two ways. The first
is a “technological process for production or
operation by any source which is inherently
low-polluting or nonpolluting” (i.e., a waste re-
duction approach). The second includes a pol-
lution control approach or the pretreatment of
fuels,84

As discussed in chapter 3, given the variety of
industrial processes and operations in use it
can be more difficult and expensive to prescribe
the best (as the statute requires) technological
system if it involves waste reduction rather than
pollution control. Production processes can be

Bzlbid.,  Section 108.
f13 I bid,,  Section  108(b)(  1 ). 1 talics for emphasis.
~Ibid.,  Section 111(a)(l). Fuel pretreatment includes such tech-

niques as “washing’ coal to remove the sulfur prior to combus-
tion. Depending on the fuel, the substance removed may be as
hazardous as that which would be emitted after combustion. If
so, a potential CAA problem most likely ends up as a RCRA or
a CWA problem,
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plant-specific, whereas pollution control tends
to involve generic systems applicable over a
wide range of production processes.

Hazardous Air Pollutants.—In setting hazardous air
pollutant standards, EPA is directed to “issue
information on pollution control techniques
. . . 85 The amendments to CAA passed in 1977
allowed EPA to promulgate “a design, equip-
ment, work practice, or operational standard”
when it is not “feasible to prescribe or enforce
an emission standard. 86 This paragraph gives
EPA the authority to set waste reduction stand-
ards for hazardous air pollutants. The Admin-
istrator can also allow the use of “alternative
means of emission limitation” that will achieve
a reduction in emissions equivalent to the emis-
sions standard. This appears to give an indi-
vidual generator the option of applying a waste
reduction approach to meet the emission stand-
ards. The option could be unattractive to a
generator, however, if a lengthy and costly pro-
cedure is required to obtain approval from EPA.

The history of hazardous (toxic) air pollut-
ant regulations under CAA highlights many of
the problems intrinsic to a pollution control
scheme, especially one facing the regulation of
potentially hundreds of substances.87 Regula-
tory actions concerning hazardous air pollut-
ants are defined and regulated under Section
112. This section is currently one of the most
controversial parts of CAA. Of prime concern
to many people is the slow way and the meth-
odology by which hazardous air pollutants have
been identified and studied and how the deci-
sions regarding whether or not to impose emis-
sion standards have been made. Since Section
112 was added to CAA in 1970, 29 substances
have received some kind of regulatory atten-
tion by EPA; emission standards for specific
sources have been set for six of them by
mid-1986.

In its 1985, “A Strategy To Reduce Risks to
Public Health From Air Toxic 88 EPA outlined

plans to move forward in regulating hazard-
ous air pollutants. The major component of the
plan, however, was to shift responsibilities to
other Federal programs (such as FIFRA and
TSCA) and to the State level. Few, if any, new
ideas were presented; waste reduction was not
considered,

While industry can be subjected to varying
regulations by State and regional air control
districts, the Federal list of regulated toxic sub-
stances under CAA is short, and standards are
not comprehensive in terms of industry cate-
gory or source. Substances that are not regu-
lated can be emitted without limit. Not all emis-
sions of a particular substance are covered; only
specific, identified major sources are included.
Benzene standards, for instance, apply so far
only to fugitive sources (defined as various
equipment, such as pumps, compressors, etc.,
“intended to operate in benzene service”). Any
equipment at a site “designed to produce or use
less than 1,000 megagrams of benzene per year”
is exempt, 89 (One thousand megagrams is equal
to 1 million kilograms or 1,000 metric tons.)
Coke oven emissions standards (proposed in
January 1986) are intended to control a variety
of substances but only from wet charging and
topside leaks.90The cost of setting NESHAP
has been high. EPA has been working on the
setting of benzene standards since 1977 and has
categories other than the above yet to be deter-
mined. Expenditures—on this one substance—
have totaled over $6 million through fiscal year
1985.91

Waste Reduction Under CAA

As the above shows, a legislative framework
exists for the reduction—to complement the
control—of hazardous air pollutants and also,
to a lesser degree, of conventional air pollut-
ants. NSPS explicitly allow waste reduction to
be used for standard setting, but the language

@s Ibid,,  Section 112(b)(2). Italics for emphasis.
Be Ibid., Section 112(e)(l).
87A new  study, undertaken by OTA in 1986, will assess the

regulation of hazardous air pollutants.
‘U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC, June

1985.

w40 CFR  61 .I 10 through 61.112, July 1, 1985.
90U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, ‘‘A Strategy ‘ro Re-

duce Risks to Public Health From Air Toxics, ” table 1,
91u.s+  Congress, General Accounting Office, AIR POLL U7’IUIV:

EPA Strategy to Control Emissions of Benzene and Gasoline
Vapor, GAO/RCED-86-6  (Gaithersburg,  MD: December 1985), p.
66.
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requiring a finding of the best technological sys-
tem places a high burden on its use for that
purpose.

The concept of reduction has been used
under CAA. For example, sulfur dioxide emis-
sions have been lowered in part by a switch
to the use of lower-sulfur content coal. How-
ever, the NSPS for sulfur oxides for coal-fired
utilities both sets a maximum allowable emis-
sions rate and requires the removal of 70 to 90
percent of potential emissions by technologi-
cal means, Thus, utilities are required to use
pollution control scrubbers whether or not
waste has been reduced at the source.92 Under
the NAAQS category the use of waste reduc-
tion has not been similarly overridden. Emis-
sions of nitrogen oxides from existing combus-
tion processes have been partially controlled
by changing process operating conditions, such
as combustion temperature.

On the other hand, for many of the industries
subjected to CAA regulations, pollution con-
trol equipment may be more commonly used.
In a document on control techniques for VOCS,
EPA reported that there are two methods, end-
of-pipe control and “changes in the process or
rawt materials, ” employed commercially to con-
trol VOC emissions.93 Chapter 3 of the docu-
ment contains 63 pages of general discussion
on pollution control and two pages on waste
reduction. Air pollution control devices such
as electrostatic precipitators separate out rather
than convert or destroy pollutants and bag-
houses col lect  part icles  contained in air
streams. The resultant solids and sludges, if haz-
ardous, are then shifted to the RCRA regula-
tory arena. 94

‘H2~[;t3  [J, S, (;O  Ilgrf; ss, Of’fit; e of ‘1’ec; hnolog~’ Assessment, ,4 ~id
Rain i)[](~ “1’ransported Air Pollutants:  Imp]ication,s  for Pui)lic
})()]j(:~r,  oqIA.~-2{)4 (~$r~shin~t~n, DC: U.S. Go\’ernrnent  1)rint-

i ng Office, JU nc 1984],  p. 141 and app.  A to (;h. 7.
93L,l,  S,  ~ n~,lr~n  m~;nta]  protection Agt?nc}., “(~ontrol Techniques

for trolatilf;  organi(;  Compound Emissions From Stationar\
Sourl,  c\,” op. cit., p. 3-1. The  stated  purpose  of this document
1s t o (;orn p] ~ }~ i t h Sw, t ion I {J8(h)  of ( 1 A A ( se~!  a t]o~’e  ] t~’ h ic h re-
quires  Ii f’A to pr{)k i(lf} i n formation on pollutlon  pre[ent ion
Inethod  5,

94A t ~, ~) 1(;  a ] 1 ,()()(). m Cg a \!ri] t t poit’f2  rpia n t SC rut)t)  i U g h igh-Sll]  f U r
(.oa] pr{)(l  (1(,(:5 ah[)ut  200,000 to 11s of slu(lg[!  i)(; r }’(lil r, IA(; id Rain
t)n(i Tr;)l)  s~)ortwl ,4 ir [>oll(lta n t.s: Im[)]i( ‘a tions for l]ut)li(,  Poli(:> ,
op. (it,, [), 141,  ]

The type of emission standard employed by
EPA under NESHAP varies by substance and
source. Operating standards have been applied
(i.e., for asbestos use). For vinyl chloride, emis-
sion standards are stated either in concentra-
tions (ppms) permitted to be released, which
is conducive to the use of stack scrubbers, or
in terms of allowable operating losses per prod-
uct unit. The latter standard is more liable to
promote waste reduction.

Innovation Waivers

Incentives to promote the development of
innovative ways to control pollution were in-
troduced into CAA by amendments to the act
in 1977,95 Waivers can be granted to both new
and existing sources to delay compliance dates
while new systems are being designed, in-
stalled, and tested. In both cases there must be
a substantial likelihood that the new method
will either reduce emissions below the regula-
tory standard or meet the standard at lower
cost. Waste reduction could apply in either case
but may have to be explicitly mentioned as a
feasible alternative to be considered by regula-
tors and industry.

According to a study conducted by the De-
partment of Commerce in 1980, the waivers
have failed to encourage industry to develop
innovative technology. 96 The main reasons
cited were lack of flexibility, confusion over
the eligibility of technology, and inappropri-
ate time limitations, (See also the following dis-
cussion of waivers under the Clean Water Act, )

~s’l’ht:  ~t,[ll~(:r ~)r(~~isl{)ns  ;Ip])t!;ir in Sc(:t ioIIS  11 l(j)  and 11 ~((fj(~j

o f  the (~lea  n AI r ,+(:1.
‘h’’[)l)l)ortllniti(:s  for 1 nno~rati(]n:  Administration of Sections

111 (j) and 1 13[d)(4 ) of the Cle;in Air A(:t and Industry’s Ile\reloI)-
rnent  of I n no~al 11(> (hot rol Tech  oologyr,  as cited hy Nicholas
A, Ashf or(l, ct ,] I., “ ( “~in~ Regulation ‘ru Change  the Nlarket  for
I nnol’at Ion, ” / {drtril I’(f ~ill~lroll~jlelltal  la Ii’ Rc?~’i(?~i,  I’ol. 9, 1 9[15.
pi). 419-466.
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Clean Water Act (CWA)97

The Nation’s current programs governing dis-
charges to surface waters were set in 1972 by
major amendments to the Federal Water Pol-
lution Control Act. Among the policy and goal
declarations in the statute are:

. . . it is the national goal that the discharge
of pollutants into the navigable waters be elim-
inated by 1985;

. . . it is the national policy that a major re-
search and demonstration effort be made to
develop technology necessary to eliminate the
discharge of pollutants . . . 98

It is only physically possible to achieve the
goal of elimination of discharges of pollutants
by eliminating pollution at the source (i.e., waste
reduction).  Elimination from the Nation
waters can occur by using end-of-pipe treat-
ment that shifts pollutants to another medium.
This latter strategy of pollution control has been
the guide for over a decade of emphasis on a
system of controlled, sanctioned discharges de-
signed to “restore and maintain the . . . integ-
rity of the Nation’s waters.gg The second, in-
terim goal of the statute has become guiding
principle:

. . . it is the national goal that wherever attain-
able, an interim goal of water quality which
provides for the protection and propagation
of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for
recreation in and on the water be achieved by
July 1, 1983; ’00

BTThroughout  this discussion the terms Clean Water Act and
CWA will be used, as is common, when referring to the Federal
statute, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA).  The
latter act was originally passed in 1948 [Public Law 80-845) to
which major amendments were made in 1972 by Public Law
92-500. The Clean Water Act is actually the name of the 1977
amendments [Public Law 95-21 7) to the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act.

~FWPCA,  Title 1, Section IOl(a)(l  ) and (6). Italics for emphasis.
~Ibid.,  Section lol[a). In some instances, like for the Paint and

Ink Formulating category, the regulations [40 CFR Parts 446 and
447] require that no discharge of process wastewater be made.
EPA justified this discharge ban by noting that most plants al-
ready comply by using solvent recovery, incineration, and con-
tract solvent recovery [40 Federal Register 31724, July 28, 1975].
These are waste management approaches that can shift pollut-
ants from navigable waters into other media.

IOOIbid., Section 101(a)(2).

A basic premise of the Clean Water Act is
that the only legal pollutant discharge is a reg-
ulated discharge. In all other cases, “the dis-
charge of any pollutant by any person shall be
unlawful. 101i Since 1972, technology-based reg-
ulations have been imposed on industrial plants
in over 30 industrial categories and on publicly
owned treatment works (POTWs). CWA splits
dischargers into two groups: those who emit
pollutants directly into surface waters and those
who Discharge indirectly through sewers to
POTWS. The direct dischargers—both POTWS
and industrial plants—are subject to permitting
conditions under the National Pollutant Dis-
charging Elimination System (NPDES). For this
group, effluent limitations which set the maxi-
mum quantity or quality of pollutants that may
be discharged are promulgated by EPA and are
used to set specific permit conditions for levels
of conventional pollutants, toxic pollutants, and
nonconventional pollutants, 102 Indirect users
of POTWS that have pretreatment programs,
are subject to toxic pollutant pretreatment
standards. 103 The discharge levels allowed un-
der effluent limitations and by pretreatment
standards vary among industrial subcategories
and also by whether a discharge is a new or
existing source of pollutiono 104

The Pollution Control Culture Under CWA

While EPA is instructed to “ . . . prepare or
develop comprehensive programs for prevent-
ing, reducing, or eliminating the pollution of
the navigable waters and ground waters. . . 105

—
IOIIt)id.,  ~ection 301(a). ]
Iozconventional  pollutants  are biochemical oxygen dernanci

(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS),  pH, fecal coliform, and oil
and grease. ‘rOXic pollutants under CWA are more commonly
called “priority pollutants. ” They are designated by Section
307(a][l) of the act and listed in 40 CFR Part 401.15 as 65 classes
of toxic pollutants which determine 126 specific materials. Most
are organic chemicals; 13 are heavy metals.

IOilndirect  dischargers  are also subject to General prohibitions
[40 CFR Part 403.5(a)] and Specific Prohibitions [40 CFR Part
Aos.s(b)]. These regulations prohibit pollutants that will “Pass
Through or Interfere” with POTW operations and pollutants that
will cause hazards (fire and explosions), corrosive damage, etc.

IOAThe basic industrial  categories (see 40 CFR 403, APP. c) are
broken down into several hundreds of subcategories. For a more
comprehensive review of the CWA program, see U.S. Congress,
Office of Technology Assessment, Wastes in Marine .Environ-
ments,  to be published in early 1987.

105 FWPCA,  Section 102(a). Italics for emphasis. The language,
“prevention, reduction, and elimination” is also used in Sec-

(continued on next page)
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the use of control technology (primarily, waste-
water treatment facilities) has primacy under
CWA and in the way it has been implemented.
An EPA publication, for instance, reports that:

Categorical pretreatment standards for a
given industry are based on the capability of
a specific wastewater treatment technology or
series of technologies to reduce pollutant dis-
charges to the POTW , . . 106

The following review of some of the statu-
tory language reveals that EPA does have lati-
tude in setting regulations under CWA. While
control technology is stressed and often men-
tioned first, other options are given that point
toward the use of waste reduction.

Effluent Guidelines.—The act set up a schedule
so that limitations on direct discharges of pol-
lutants were to be met in stages. The first, to
be met by July 1, 1977, was based on “best prac-
ticable control technology currently available”
(BPT). By July 1, 1984, a standard of the “best
available technology economically achievable”
(BAT) was to be applied, along with the use of
“best conventional pollutant control technol-
ogy” (BCT), to toxic pollutants in order to move
toward the national goal of elimination.107 I n
setting the various regulations, EPA must
specify the factors taken into account in deter-
mining the “control measures and practices”
applicable under BPT, BCT, or BAT; and the
rigorousness of the application of the control
concept varies under each. BPT and BCT fac-
tors are similar and include “total cost of ap-
plication ., . engineering aspects of various
types o f  c o n t r o l  t e c h n i q u e s , p rocess
changes , . . “108

(continued from prmious page)

tion  IOI(b)  in reference to congressional policy regarding rights
of States in operating water qualit~’ programs and regarding sup-
port for research.

IMU.s. E n~,i ron mental Protection Agency, Guidance Man Uai
for the (Use of Production-Based Pretreatment Standards and the
Combined Llrastestretim  Furmu/a  (Washington, D(; : Permits Di-
\’ision and Industrial Technology Division, September 1985), p.
1-2.

1(’’FtVfY:A, Sections 301(h)(1)(A), 3t)l(b)(2](A),  and 301( b)(2)[E).
The statute imposed deadlines on the dischargers. Therefore,
Con,gress  intended EPA to have the regulations in place suffi-
ciently  ahead of these dates to allow for compliance.

IO~lbid,, Section 30~(b)[ 1 )(B).

The language defining BATs quite clearly in-
cludes waste reduction by calling for the “best
control measures and practices achievable” in-
cluding “treatment techniques, process a n d
procedure innovations, operating methods, and
other alternatives. Under BATs, EPA is to re-
quire the elimination of discharges of pollut-
ants if, “the Administrator finds . . , that such
elimination is technologically and economically
achievable . . . 109 To meet the first goal of the
act, the statute specifies a fourth category of
effluent limitations: the use of control meas-
ures and practices available to eliminate dis-
charges.110

Standards.—The language covering pretreat-
ment and performance standards also provides
for the use of waste reduction. In the case of
pretreatment s tandards for  indirect  dis-
chargers, the “best available technology eco-
nomically achievable” must be used to set ef-
fluent standards. A standard may prohibit any
discharge. EPA is given the discretion to re-
vise such standards as “control technology,
processes, operating methods, or other alter-
natives change 111 New source performance
standards (NSPS) are to be achieved “through
application of the best available demonstrated
control technology, processes, operating meth-
ods, or other alternatives, including, where
practicable, a standard permitting no discharge113 EPA is also required tO ‘‘ is-of pollutants.
sue information on the process, procedures, or
operating methods that result in the elimina-
tion or reduction of the discharge of pollutants
to implement standards of performance . , . 114

Neither the statute nor the regulations require
that industrial facilities install the specific con-
trol technology on which limitations and stand-
ards are based. They must, however, achieve
discharge limits that EPA determines are pos-
sible using the model technology, In fact, the

lc]~lbid.,  Se[:tiorl  301 (t J](Z](A), Italics for emphasis.
Ilolhid., Se(;  tion 304(b)(3).
1 II Ibid., Section 307(b)(2),
112 I bid., Se(; t ion 306(a  )( 1 ).
lls Ibid., Section 304((;).
114U. S En\.irOnmental Protection Agenc}., Guidance hfanua]

for the [ ‘se of i+oductjon-l?a,~ed Pretreatment Standards and the
Combined 11’a,Stcstream Formula, op. cit., p, 1-3,
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use of the model technology does not assure
that a facility is in compliance with the regula-
tions.115 However, the technical Development
Documents that support each regulation and
the preamble to the regulations published in
the Federal Register identify the technology
used to set the limitations or standards. It seems
obvious that a firm being subjected to new reg-
ulations would opt to use the identified tech-
nology rather than spend time and money devis-
ing an alternative. Thus, despite flexibility in
the statute and the explicit mention of alterna-
tives to pollution control, the system that has
evolved under CWA inhibits the adoption of
waste reduction by industry.

Innovation Waivers

A section was added to CWA in 1977 to in-
duce industry to adopt innovative measures.
An administrative procedure was set whereby
facilities subject to NPDES permits (direct dis-
chargers) could apply for an extension of time
(up to 3 years; until July 1, 1987) before com-
plying with BAT regulations. This Section
301(k) specifies three categories of acceptable
alternative methods for meeting the regulations
and gaining the time waiver: 1) replacing ex-
isting production capacity with an innovative
production process, 2) installing an innovative
control technique, or 3) achieving the required
reduction with an innovative system to signif-
icantly lower costs beyond those determined
by EPA to be economically achievable. To qual-
ify, the first two must result in an effluent re-
duction significantly greater than that required
by the regulations and move toward the na-
tional goal of elimination. In all cases, the tech-
nology must be judged as having the potential
for industrywide application, Waste reduction
approaches could apply under the first and
third categories, but there is no evidence of its
use under this section,

Only a handful of applications for the waivers
have ever been received by EPA headquarters,116

1 ISMarVin Rubin,  1 ndustrial  ‘rec h nolo~y II ivisi~n,  U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protedion Agency, personal  communication,  June
16, 1986.

116Marilj~n  Goode,  Permitting, U.S. E nv iron mental  Protection
A~enc~,  personal communication,  June 16, 1986,

Three waivers for better control techniques
were granted by EPA Region 5 to steel firms
and only one of these was ultimately used, One
was unused because the plant was closed, In
the second case, the existing treatment proc-
ess was modified to comply with the BAT reg-
ulation making the innovative process unnec-
essary. 117 In Region 3, two applications were
received and one waiver has been granted. As
in Region 5, the grantee was a steel firm that
proposed an innovative control technology that
qualified because of lower cost .118

Several factors could account for the seem-
ing unattractiveness of this waiver provision
to industry. Among them are: 1) a possible lack
of knowledge among direct dischargers that the
provision exists; 2) a feeling in industry that
the uncertainty of outcome is not worth the cost
of applying, since either significant discharge
or cost reductions must be proven; and 3) the
value of the reward (a 3-year extension) is low.
Because little or no compliance enforcement
occurs under the NPDES, a similar “extension”
is available to all dischargers whether or not
they bother to go through the waiver process.119

In addition, regulations were not written for
all industrial categories by the BAT statutory
deadline of July 1, 1984, so many potential ap-
plicants are essentially ineligible for the waiver
that will expire in 1987.

A Model for Waste Reduction
Standards or Guidelines

Examination of the effluent limitation guide-
lines and the performance and pretreatment
standards process that has evolved under the
Clean Water Act provides an opportunity to
foresee what a prescriptive waste reduction
program might be like. The process under the
Clean Water Act has been lengthy, contentious,

llTGary Amendola,  Eastern District Office, Region 5, U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, personal communication, June
17, 1986.

Ilerrerry Oda, permiting and Enforcement, Region 3, U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, personal communication, June
18, 1986.

I IQU,  S. Congress, General  Accounting Office, W’astetva  ~er Dis-

chargers Are Not Complying With EPA Pollution Control Per-
mits, GAO/ RCED-84-53  (Gaithersburg,  MD: Dec. 2, 1983), p. 42.
Also see OTA’S Wastes in Marine  Environments, op. cit.



and expensive. The following discussion shows
that setting waste reduction standards could be
more complex, take more time, and be more
costly. If resources were sufficient and indus-
try, government, and environmental organiza-
tions worked cooperatively, these complica-
tions of setting waste reduction standards might
be dealt with effectively over time.

The setting of regulatory standards under the
Clean Water Act began in 1973 and is still in
process, By March 1979, EPA had not even pro-
posed BAT guidelines for any industrial
categories 120 although the 1972 act required dis-
chargers to comply by July 1, 1983. While many
of the BAT regulations for direct dischargers
have now been promulgated, some of these are
still not in effect because of lawsuits that have
not been concluded. After numerous delays,
the regulations for the organic chemicals and
plastic manufacturing industry category—origi-
nally proposed in 1983—are under court order
to be finalized by December 1986. Some of the
pretreatment standards, although promulgated,
are still not in effect; some (notably for the or-
ganic chemical industry) are not yet set (see
table 5-5). The annual budget for the Effluent
Standards and Guidelines program at EPA that
sets the regulations peaked at $28.2 million for
fiscal year 1981 and totaled $144 million from
fiscal year 1979 through 1986. The requested
budget for fiscal year 1987 is $6.2 million. As
the cost of research is not included in these
figures, the true cost to the Federal Government
of setting regulations under the Clean Water
Act is considerably greater. When government
costs peaked in 1981, U.S. industry spent $14
billion on water pollution abatement and con-
trol. 121

As mentioned above, the regulations differ
by industrial categories and subcategories be-
cause of the many differences in processes,
waste streams, and economics that must be
taken into account.122 These differences made

— .
‘2(’[; .S. (;tjngres5,  General A(,[:(junt ing office  tl’asfcit  atcr Di.+

[, h<l rger,s .4 r(? ,\rot (,’ompl}  ir)g t t’ith E[),4 Pollution (.’011 trol  I)(Jr’-
~)?it.s,  op. (: it., [), fjll,

I 2 I [ ‘,,$ I)ei)ii rt m f;n t of [lo 1[1 m f:rcc, “ l]ollut Ion Ahaternent  an(l
( ;ontrol  Ex])erl{iit(]rf;\,” Sur~eJr of Cilrrf;nt  flusinf~.ss,  \lar(:h 1!385.

l~~sef: N1 a rgherlta  l)rkwr. “IJighting L1’ater  ‘[’oxics  L\’ith Effluent
Guidf:llnf)5,  ” h’f’.4 /ol;rn~l,  Scptcmher  1(18~,  pp. 8-10,
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Table 5-5.—Status of Clean Water Pretreatment
Standards by Industrial Category

Final regulations

Industry category

Aluminum forming . . . . . . .
Battery manufacturing ., . .
Coil coating . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coil coating (can) . . . . . .
Copper forming . .
Electrical components I . . .
Electrical components II .
Electroplating. . . . . . . . . .

Inorganic chemicals I . . . . .
Inorganic chemicals II . . .

Iron and steel ... ... ...
Leather tanning . .
Metal finishing . . . . . . . . . .

Metal molding and
casting . . . . . . .

Nonferrous metal
forming . . ... ... .

Nonferrous metal
m a n u f a c t u r i n g  I

Nonferrous metal
manufacturing II . .

Pesticides . . . . . . ... . . .
P e t r o l e u m  r e f i n i n g  .  .
Pharmaceuticals ., ... . . .
Plastics molding and

forming ., . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Porcelain enameling . . . . .
Pulp, paper, paperboard . . .
Steam electric . . . .
Textile mills . . . . . ... . .
Timber products ., . . .
Organic chemicals . .
Plastics/synthetics . . . . . .-- — —

Promulgation
date

10/24/83
03/09/84
12/01/82
11/1 7/83
08/15/83
04/08/83
12/1 4/83
01/28/81
07/1 5/83
06/29/82
08/22/84

05/27/82
11 /23/82
07/15/83

10/08/85

08/23/85

03/08/84

09/20/85
10/04/85
10/1 8/82
10/27/83

12/1 7/84
11 /24/82
11/1 8/82
11/1 9/82
09/02/82
01/26/81

a
a

Compliance
date

10/24/86
03/09/87
12/01 /85
11/1 7/86
08/1 5/86
11 /08/85
07/14/86
06/30/84
07/15/86
08/1 2/85
06/29/85
08/22/87
07/1 0/85
11 /25/85
06/30/84
07/1 0/85
02/1 5/86

10/31/88

08/23/88

03/09/87

09/20/88
1 0/1 8188
12/01/85
10/27/86

None
11/25/85
07/01/84
07/01 /84
None

01 /26/84
None
None—

aunder  court  order to promulgate standards by December 1986

SOURCE  U S Environmental Protect Ion Agency, Report to Congress on the
D!scharge  of Hazardous Wastes to Publ!cly  Owned Treatment Works
(Washington DC Off Ice of Water Regulations and Standards Fehruary
1986~ pp 6-59

it necessary for EPA to gather industry-specific
data on raw materials, final products, manufac-
turing processes and operating costs, equip-
ment, age and size of plants, water usage,
wastewater discharge, treated effluent charac-
teristics, the sources and volume of water used,
the sources of pollutants and wastewaters, the
amount of raw waste, the constituents of waste-
waters, and maintenance operations and costs.
The analysis of each industry category based
on the collected information and data is pub-
lished in Development Documents, which serve
as the support for the proposed regulations.
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The final result of these efforts is a complex
array of regulations. Three different limitations
can be set—based on BPT, BAT, and BCT—for
all regulated direct discharging industries, per-
formance standards have been adopted for
some new sources, and two sets of standards—
one for existing and one for new sources—are
being set for the regulated indirect dischargers.
The existing regulations cover 1,102 pages in
the Code of Federal Regulations.123

The CWA regulatory structure and the pro-
cedure that produces it is simple, however,
compared to the effort that would be required
to regulate waste reduction. Under CWA, once
processes producing polluting streams were
analyzed, a discrete set of feasible end-of-pipe
technologies could be identified and tested
against the economic criteria set forth in the
statute. Next, one model technology was cho-
sen to provide the basis for the limitations or
standards.

It is not possible to determine one model tech-
nology for waste reduction. OTA has defined
five categories of possible waste reduction ap-
proaches (which are discussed fully in ch. 3).
For each process or operation identified as a
producer of hazardous waste, therefore, one or
all five categories could be applicable and
within each category a very large number of
approaches might also be possible. While the
actual approach to be adopted could be left up
to a specific plant to determine, government
would need to analyze the possible approaches
in order to determine an equitable level of re-
duction that could then be required and en-
forced for specific processes or operation
within a specific industry.124 Moreover, it is not
clear that generic waste reduction approaches
can be applied across plants within specific in-
dustries. In other words, many processes and

operations can be plant-specific. In addition to
the problems of matching production processes
to reduction approaches, an effective waste re-
duction program needs a multimedia approach.
Standard setting under such a program would
require the consideration of all hazardous waste
generating processes as well as potential shifts
across media.

As discussed in chapter 4, the data and in-
formation that EPA has collected under the
water program is out of date and is, therefore,
not relevant for setting future standards for
waste reduction, Comparable information has
not been collected for air emissions nor for
RCRA discharging industries and processes.
Thus, the first stage of a prescriptive waste re-
duction program would be a lengthy and ex-
pensive process of collecting information and
data.

Toxic Substances and Control Act (TSCA)125

Through TSCA, EPA has the authority to deal
with many aspects of a chemical’s lifecycle. The
statute covers a broad category of chemical sub-
stances and mixtures126 and is one of two envi-
ronmental statutes that deals with the produc-
tion of chemicals as well as the effects of their
use.127 Of major relevance to waste reduction
is the prevention concept embodied in TSCA.

In enacting TSCA, Congress was concerned
that:

. . . among the many chemical substances and
mixtures which are constantly being devel-
oped and produced, there are some whose
manufacture, processing, distribution in
commerce, use, or disposal may present an un-
reasonable risk of injury to health or the envi-
ronment . . , 128

lZa4fJ  CFR,  July 1, 1985.
Izqunder  the  Metal Finishing Category in the water program

EPA identified 46 unit operations. The first six were called core
operations and a facility has to perform at least one of them in
order to be subject to pretreatment standards for metal finishers.
Many of the 46 might offer a potential for hazardous waste re-
duction. [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Guidance  A4an-
ual for Electroplating and Metal  Finishing Pretreatment Stand-
ards [Washington, DC: Effluent Guidelines Division and Permit
Division, February 1984), p. 3-2.]

lzspublic Law 94-469 enacted on Oct.  11, 1976.
1Z6TSCA,  Section 3(2)(A), defines chemical substances as “any

organic or inorganic substance of a particular molecular  iden-
tity. ” Exempted from coverage under TSCA are pesticides,
tobacco or tobacco products, materials covered by the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954,  and “any food, food additive, drug, cosmetic,
or device . . . “

IZTThe other  statute is FI FRA which regulates the production
and use of pesticides.

lzarrSCA, Section 2(a)(2).
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The statute provides the government with the
authority to require manufacturers to develop
and submit data on the chemical substances
they produce or intend to produce. During its
10 years, the Office of Toxic Substances (OTS)
has generated an inventory of over 62,000
chemicals produced or imported as of 1977.
This list provides the basis for the Pre Manu-
facturing Notice (P MN) system whereby man-
ufacturers must notify EPA at least 90 days in
advance of their intent to produce a new chem-
ical substance,lzg In fiscal year 1984, 1,192
PMNs were received. After review, OTS gave
permission for 1,036 (86 percent) of these chem-
icals to be produced. OTS took some action (reg-
ulation or further review) on 116 (10 percent).
The balance were withdrawn.130

EPA can regulate chemicals under TSCA in
a variety of ways. It can prohibit or limit the
“manufacture, processing, distribution in
commerce, use, or disposal” of a chemical
judged to present “an unreasonable risk of in-
jury to health or the environment. ” It can also
alert users to potential risk by requiring that
“any article containing such substance or mix-
ture be marked with or accompanied by clear
and adequate warnings and instructions 131

OTS can refer chemicals to other agencies
for action, removing them from regulation un-
der TSCA. For instance, after concluding that
1,3-butadiene was a probable human carcino-
gen, a referral was made to OSHA in 1985 for
consideration of ‘engineering controls or per-
sonal protective equipment” to reduce the can-
cer risk to which thousands of workers are ex-
posed.132

The potential for regulating chemicals under
TSCA is greater than its implementation so far.

lze~en~  bel n~ ~efi  ne(~ as either not he in~ on the exist i n~ in v~n-
tory list or a “si~nificant  new use” of a chemical on the list.

ljOcounCil on En\,irOnmental  Quality,  EJI ~Jjror?rne~~~/ Qu~lif~
1~84, 15~~  Annual Report [\vashington  DC: U.S. Government
[)rinting  o f f i ce ,  1984), P 194

Is] TSCA,  S[; ct i [, n ~(a) and 6(a)(3). A j ud,gmen t of ‘‘unreason-
ahle risk is a ha la nc i ng p recess between health an(l environ-
mental effects, exposures, and e(; onom ic ~’alue of a (;hemi(;  al,
a(:(. ording  to EPA, II)on  R, Cla}, “ issues  in Toxics  (~ontrol,  ’” L’PA
~ourna~,  June 1985, p. 4,]

lsZHaZar[io[l.5  Materials intelligence Report (Camhrid~e,  MA:
\lrorld  Information  S\stems, Jan, 10, 1986), p. 4.

In its first 7 years, EPA issued regulations on
four existing chemicals: 1) the manufacture,
processing, and distribution in commerce of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBS) was pro-
hibited, as had been required by the statute; 2)
nonessential uses of chlorofluorocarbons were
banned; 3) the disposal of dioxin was controlled;
and 4) the inspection of schools for asbestos
was required. As of early 1986, regulations were
under consideration for a number of existing
chemicals.

While the TSCA program has subjected in-
dustry to extensive reporting and recordkeep-
ing procedures on specific chemical sub-
stances, most of the information collected has
been labeled as confidential business informa-
tion by the manufacturers, Chapter 4 in this re-
port discusses the information collected under
TSCA and concludes that, because of the num-
ber of limitations placed on what information
can be collected as well as the confidential na-
ture of much of this information, this function
of TSCA would be of marginal use for a Fed-
eral waste reduction program and perhaps of
even less value if such a waste reduction pro-
gram were delegated largely to the States.

Some proponents of waste reduction point
to TSCA as the appropriate environmental stat-
ute under which to operate a waste reduction
program. The slow pace of activity under both
TSCA and FIFRA, however, points out a diffi-
culty of relying on regulating chemicals at the
raw material stage. ‘llhe sheer numbers of chem-
icals and the changes in chemicals produced
for raw material use can easily overwhelm any
government attempt to thoroughly, equitably
review and assess chemicals prior to their use,
The General Accounting Office has estimated
that it will take the FIFRA program the next
20 years to complete its reregistration of exist-
ing pesticides.133

133U, S, Congress,
EPA Formidable
(l A()/R(; E 1)-86-1 25

Genera] Accounting Offi(;e, PESTICIDES:
Task To Assess and Regulate Their Risks,
(Gaithersburg,  hlD: April  1986), p. 20.
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Superfund 134

Superfund has been a major influence in con-
vincing industry to change traditional waste
management practices. The act is also cited as
an inducement to firms to undertake waste re-
duction because of its taxing and liability pro-
visions, In combination with RCRA, liabilities
assessed to generators who can be named as
parties responsible for creating Superfund sites
can be high. This potential cost of doing busi-
ness is now becoming a part of investment cal-
culations in major corporations.

In addition to having these indirect impacts,
provisions calling for citizens right to know and
the establishment of a national chemical inven-
tory in the U.S. House of Representatives and
Senate Superfund reauthorization bills are rele-
vant to waste reduction.135 Implementation of

laqsuP~rfun~  is the c~rnrn~n n~rne  for the c~mpreh~nsive  Envi-
ronmental Response, Compensation, and Liabilit~r  Act (~ER~LA),
~~ubll[; [,aW! 9B-SIIJ,  ~ecember l~BC).  Reauthorization Of suPer-
fund may occur in 1986 in the 99th Congress.

IJSAS  this report  ~,as ~oing to press, Congress had finished its
conference (;omm ittet? deliberations on new Superfund  legisla-
tion. Details of the final bill, howe~’er,  were not available in time
to include them here,

the right-to-know provision would increase the
awareness of people working in a plant about
hazardous substances in the plant and, thus,
act as an incentive for waste reduction practices.
Information about the presence of substances
within a community can also increase public
pressure on industries to consider waste reduc-
tion as an alternative to waste management.

A national chemical inventory could directly
benefit a Federal waste reduction program, pri-
marily as a tool to identify priorities. The cur-
rent legislation suggests a plant-level inventory
in which chemical input and outputs are iden-
tified. As discussed more fully in chapter 4, ag-
gregated plant-level information leaves many
questions unanswered about whether waste re-
duction is actually occurring. It can, however,
provide information essential for setting direc-
tions and priorities for waste reduction pro-
gram components such as information and tech-
nology transfer, education, and generic R&D.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A number of existing agencies of the Federal Most of the work that is conducted by the Fed-
Government could provide substantial support eral Government is primarily directed at the
to U.S. industry in its efforts to prevent envi-
ronmental pollution. Government actions could
include evaluating generic process operations,
engaging in industrial process R&D, and infor-
mation and technology transfer. But, little such
support is offered today that is relevant to waste
reduction. EPA—the obvious lead agency—
spends less than 1 percent of its R&D budget
on waste minimization. Research organizations
desiring to work on waste reduction find it dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to obtain funding be-
cause of the lack of importance given waste re-
duction by government and industry.

internal needs of agencies. Most work labeled
waste minimization has a minor waste reduc-
tion component. EPA has a small technology
evaluation contract underway, makes some
grant funds available to small firms and acade-
mia, and has helped to fund some State research
grant programs. The Department of Energy is
informally incorporating waste reduction into
its waste management program at one major
facility. The Department of Defense has devel-
oped a formal waste minimization program to
help control its extensive waste generation
problems. The Tennessee Valley Authority
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offers some regional technical and information
support. Information programs on hazardous
materials are managed by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration in the De-
partment of Labor. There is no coordination
of these activities other than that which occurs
within EPA between its Office of Solid Waste
and Office of Research & Development.

May opportunities exist, howevrer, within
the existing mandates of these and other agen-
cies and programs to increase support for waste
reduction. Federal agencies, such as the Bureau
of Mines, the National Bureau of Standards,
and the National Science Foundation, could
lend additional support to U.S. industry. Do-
ing so, which would avoid the cost of setting
up new programs, would not be productive,
however, without the establishment of a mod-
est Federal waaste reduction program to provide
policy drive, guidance, and coordination .

Research and Development at EPA

Waste minimization research and develop-
ment is a low-priorit~’ item within EPA. It re-
ceived about $1.2 mill ion—half of 1 percent of
EPA’s fiscal 1986 estimated $213.8 budget for
all R&D, The waste minimization estimate of
$1.2 million is derived from portions of the
expenditures of EPA’s Hazardous Waste Engi-
neering Research Laboratory, EPA funds bud-
geted for the Center for Environmental Man-
agement at Tufts University in Massachusetts,
and EPA funds granted to the Industrial Waste
Elimination Research Center in Illinois.136~ (In
ch. 6 of this reort, table 6-2 identifies State waste
reduction programs that have received addi-
tional EPA funds,)

OTA estimates that much less than 50 per-
cent of E PA’s funding for waste minimization
R&D applies to waste reduction, even though
the agency has identified waste reduction as one
of two categories of waste minimization. For
EPA’s report to Congress, $500,000 was spent
for contract re~)orts  that revie[ted  [he state  of
existing te(;h  n[jlo~fr  for u’aste  reduction a II(I

recycling. Current work within EPA continues
in the same vein, assessing and collecting in-
formation; no technology R&D is being con-
ducted, (Waste reduction R&D options are pre-
sented by OTA in ch. 2 and technology is dis-
cussed in ch. 3.]

As has happened elsewhere within EPA,
waste reduction has become a minor tool in the
agency’s search for alternatives to land disposal.
In the April 1986 issue of EPA ]ournal in an
article about research at EPA that seeks to
“break the land disposal habit, ” waste reduc-
tion is mentioned as one of four “major alter-
natives, ” along with materials recovery, energy
recovery, and waste treatment. Over two-thirds
of the article is devoted to waste treatment activ-
ities at EPA; in the section on waste reduction
there is a brief mention of the fact that some
private sector initiatives exist and that as eco-
nomic conditions change more waste reduc-
tion will take place.137

Proposals for future R&D efforts do not indi-
cate a change in emphasis. Waste treatment
continues to receive high priority. In drafting
up its justification for a $36 million request for
hazardous waste R&D for fiscal year 1987, the
closest EPA came to mentioning waste m i n i-
mization was in plans to centinue to evaluate
“both new and existing alternative treatment
processes for wastes likely to be banned from
land disposal. 138 Such alternative treatment
processes could include recycling, but will not
reduce the generation of hazardous waste at
the source.

Internal and Contract Research .—The Ha~ard~us

Waste E n g i n e e r i n g  Research L a b o r a t o r y } ”

(HWERL)  i s  o n e  o f  t h r e e  r e s e a r c h  l a b o r a t o r i e s

i n  t h e  Office o f  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  En~ine~rin~  &

‘rechnolo~~.lq~  D e s p i t e  claims t h a t  H W E  ~L “is

workin~  to foster  increased  use of . . . ~t~~ste re-

ducti  On . . . , *‘ lm orrA could find 1 ittle ~j’ork s~)c-

ci fic al 1 j’ d i rected t ott’a  rd this obj cc t i \Te, The
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Alternative Technologies Division of the lab-
oratory has responsibility for waste minimiza-
tion research. A series of case histories on recy-
cling opportunities has been completed and will
be published in 1986, Funding for waste mini-
mization for fiscal year 1986 is $235,000 (2 per-
cent of the division’s total budget) and is being
used for one contract.

The aim of this single waste minimization
project is to develop a standard waste audit pro-
cedure that could be used throughout industry
to identify waste minimization opportunities.
The current project will test the applicability
of a waste audit procedure developed by the
contractor to five different facilities that gen-
erate large amounts of RCRA wastes that are
slated to be banned from land disposal. Prob-
lems will be identified and improvements pro-
posed (recycling or waste reduction) at each
facility. A followup project is under consider-
ation to determine whether the proposals are
actually adopted and whether they are suc-
cessful.

Waste audits, in various forms, are used by
industry today and have become one of the serv-
ices offered by engineering consultants (see ch.
3). EPA’s funding to test the applicability of a
model waste audit appears to be primarily in-
ternally directed. For instance, a model proce-
dure has potential as a regulatory tool (for the
analysis of waste minimization plans). Or, if
EPA decides to institute a waste minimization
grants program, a standardized waste audit
could serve as a required feasibility step to aid
in the analysis of proposals.141 EPA is not con-
ducting, and has no plans to conduct, technol-
ogy R&D related to either recycling or waste
reduction. Such research—generic or specific—
is viewed as being more appropriate for indus-
try itself to conduct, especially given the small
amount of government budgets available for
waste minimization.142

Future spending on waste minimization by
EPA is only due to increase slightly and will

lqlHarry  Freeman, Research Program Manager, Alternative
Technologies Division, Hazardous Waste Engineering Research
Laboratory, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, personal
communication, July 8, 1986.

“ZIbid.

continue to be used for technical analyses with
potential for information transfer. In an over-
all planning document outlining the fiscal year
1988 R&D budget for RCRA hazardous waste,
waste minimization is not identified by EPA
officials as a “hazardous waste strategic issue
area” for which a budget is recommended.143

Neither waste minimization nor waste reduc-
tion is included among the issue areas identi-
fied. In a research plan document reviewing
the Alternative Technology Division’s future
budget needs, waste minimization is included
as one of five major research objectives.144 The
budget plan for waste minimization for fiscal
year 1989 calls for an increase from the present
2 percent to 4 percent of the division’s total bud-
get. It is apparent that future budgets, like cur-
rent budgets, will continue to concentrate on
waste treatment. One discussion point in the
research plan suggests supplemental funding
to support a program on potential waste mini-
mization reuse and recycle regulations. The
amount suggested for this project would grow
from $400,000 in fiscal year 1987 to $500,000
in 1990 and amounts to a tripling of the divi-
sion’s current waste minimization budget. No
supplements are suggested for waste reduction
research.

The Alternative Technology Division’s re-
search plan was reviewed by the EPA Science
Advisory Board, The board recommended that
waste minimization research be “significantly
strengthened. ” Methods suggested by the board
included increasing the proportion of the divi-
sion’s research funds dedicated to waste mini-
mization, placing more emphasis on waste
reduction (as opposed to the division’s concen-
tration on recovery and reuse of waste materi-
als), and establishing a formal network between

INLT .s. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Research
and Development, memorandum from the Hazardous Waste/
Superfund Research Committee (Meg Kelly and John Skinner]
to Donald J. Ehreth (Acting Assistant Administrator for Research
and Development) and J. Winston Porter (Assistant Administra-
tor for Solid Waste and Emergency Response), Apr. 23, 1986.

144u,s, Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Research
and Development, memorandum “Alternative Technology Re-
\’iew (Step 2), ” from Alfred W. Lindsey (Acting Deputy Direc-
tor, Office of Environmental Engineering & Technology), to the
Hazardous Waste Research Subcommittee, June 16, 1986.
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industry, academia, and government to im-
prove the transfer of information,145

Research by Grants Funding .—There are three pro-
grams within the Office of Exploratory Re-
search that handle EPA’s unsolicited grants and
university research: the Research Centers Pro-
gram, the Research Grants Staff, and the Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program.
Since the research centers’ work is determined
by EPA needs, little attention has been given
to waste reduction or even waste minimization.
A small percentage of the research funded by
grants and the SBIR program has dealt with
waste reduction in the past. If the issue of waste
reduction increases in visibility, these two pro-
grams as now constituted have the potential
of providing more funding—for research by
nonprofit entities and small businesses. Waste
reduction, however, will need to be placed ex-
plicitly on suggested proposals lists and given
prominence during award procedures. Accord-
ingly, the persons involved both in determin-
ing the lists and judging the proposals submitted
will need to be cognizant of waste reduction.
Neither of these programs offers funding assis-
tance to the bulk of industry, which maybe the
most relevant place for development of waste
reduction techniques.

The Research Centers Program oversees
activities at the eight EPA Centers of Excellence
set up in 1979 to provide EPA with an improved
basic research capability. Each center-located
at a university—receives $540,000 per year from
EPA’s R&D budget and is expetcted to supple-
ment its income from other public and private
sector sources. The centers do not focus exclu-
sively on hazardous waste.

The Industrial Waste Elimination Research
Center, established in 1980 as a joint project
of the Illinois Institute of Techrmlogy and the
University of Notre Dame, is the EPA center
where work is most directly related to waste
reduction. Its annual budget is based on the
EPA grant and is supplemented occasionally
by funds given by public or private interests

14su,s,  En\. ir~nmenta]  IJrotec;  tion Agency, “Review of the Alter-
nat i~e Technologies Research Program, report of the Environ-
mental Engineering Subcommittee of the Science Advisory
f30ard,  JUII  1986.

for specific projects. The center’s mission is
to pursue basic research applicable to environ-
mental problems that have been identified by
EPA. Specific projects have focused on the
chemistry of metal recovery and adsorption of
organics from liquids and vapors. Both of these
recovery techniques could have applicability
to waste reduction if they are incorporated into
manufacturing processes. The center would
like to pursue waste reduction more directly
but does not do so because the subject lacks
priority at EPA. It also finds there to be little
industrial support for waste reduction research
because neither environmental regulations nor
eccnomic factors are sufficiently compelling
to force an interest.14e

Within the 1986 Superfund legislation is an
authorization for the establishment of 5 to 10
regional University Hazardous Substance Re-
search Centers at an annual cost of $5 million.
These centers—which could replace the Cen-
ters for Excellence—are to conduct “research
and training” relating to the “manufacture, use,
transportation, disposal, and management” of
hazardous substances.147 Such a legislative
mandate is broad and could be interpreted to
include research relating to waste reduction,
However, without a specific mention of waste
reduction or waste minimization in the legis-
lation, the likelihood that such research will oc-
cur is poor, given the inclination of EPA to
place such items low on its agenda.

Through the Research Grants Office, annual
funding is awarded to nonprofit institutions
and State and local governments primarily for
basic research. The total research grants bud-
get for fiscal year 1986 is $10.8 million. (This

146Cha r]es  H a as, 1 ndust  ria] bt’a st (? ~~] i m i 11 a t i () 11 Res(;a  r(: h (If)n-

ter, persona] communication, hlay  23, 1986.
lqp~’he  ]a nguage  quote(j  comes  from Resea [’(.}] a 11(1 I le\elop-

ment paragraphs in an undated Superfund  conieren(:e  (I raft. As
this report was going to press, Congress had finished its Super-
fund conference committee de] iberat  ions but details of the final
bill t~ere not ayailahlc  in time  to in(; lude them here. Hazar(]ous
substances am defined under Superfund  (C ERCLA)  an(i inc]udt;
RCRA hazardous itastes,  hazardous air pollutants listed un(ler
Section 112 of Clean Air Act, toxi(; pollutants regulated  Lln(](}r

Section 307(a) of Clean lt’ater  A(:t,  an{]  imminently hazar(iol]s
chem ic; al +(ll)~ta  n(:es un(ler  Section 7 of TSCA.
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amount will decrease to about $7 million in the
budget requested by EPA for fiscal year 1987)148

Proposals for projects are submitted based
on a list of four program areas of interest to
EPA: environmental biology, health, engineer-
ing, and air/water chemistry and physics. For
the 1986 award cycle, waste reduction projects
were explicitly mentioned as an area of inter-
est under wastewater treatment and pollution
control within the environmental engineering
program area. They are defined as: “In-plant
unit process operations minimizing or elimi-
nating toxics generation and release to the envi-
ronment. 149 Similar solicitation was not sug-
gested under the air pollution control category;
there is no comparable category for RCRA haz-
ardous wastes,

No projects that could be considered relevant
to industrial waste reduction were awarded re-
search grants in 1985; however, two dealt with
reducing the use of chlorine in and the forma-
tion of toxic byproducts from the disinfection
of drinking water.

The SBIR program is mandated by the Small
Business Innovative Development Act of 1982150

and, under that act, is entitled to at least 1 per-
cent of EPA’s R&D outside contract funds. In
fiscal year 1986 the program’s funds amounted
to about $2.6 million,151 Contracts are awarded
in two stages. Phase I funding is used to show
the scientific and technical merit and the fea-
sibility of a proposal. Phase 11 funding is in-
tended to move the Phase I innovation toward
commercialization n.

As in the procedure under the grants pro-
grams, prospective SBIR bidders receive a list
of broad topics of interest to EPA. For the 1986

l~~(:]ti  I,l(:t: (j;ll, ]orcj, 1~rogl.~l  M fvlan;~g[:r, Kcscarrh  Gra nts Office,
(J .S. Erl\ril’(Jrlrlietlt:~l  Protection A,genc\’, personal  (;om]nunica -
tion,  May 23, 1986,

! 49 (‘ S ~; n v i ro n m[;nt;i  1 I>rot (?(:t ion Agf?n(;  y, ,\’()/i(;it;]  ti[)n fi)r  R(?-

.
search  Grant Propro.wls, EPA/tx)o/8-85/02  I [Washington 1)(;: Sel)-
tember  1985), p. 9.

I so  ptlb]  i~  [J~Jj,  g ~-~  19, ‘]’111 $ l~gl $] at ion 1 nc 1 u(~t!s  (i S11 I} Set pro~”  1-
siun th:l t comes (iuc O(:t. 1, 1988, The House o f f<t; p resent  at ikcs
passed  a bi]l-H. R, 4260,  Small  Husin[?ss 1 zlllo\tit  ion Rest;arcb
Prugran-on ,~LIg. 12, 1986, to extt:nd  the program through 1993.
[ 11) t. that  time, th~l sc?n{~t(l had Ilot  a(:ttxi on S1 [] R r(;ti~lthoriziitiorl,

1 S1 ~~~iiltt;r  1+. pr~;st~  n, [)rog r:i 111 hf {1 Ililgt!I’, SmiIll l~usincss  ln-

no~’at  io n Program, [ I. S. [t n \ i ron menta  I f)rottx.  t lon  Agt?n(:\’, ~)cr-
son:il (:om mu n i(:at ion, Nliis 23, I 986.

cycle of awards, the topics are: drinking water
treatment, municipal and industrial wastewater
treatment and pollution control, biological
sludge treatment for improved handling and
disposal, solid and hazardous waste disposal
and pollution control, mitigation of environ-
mental pollution problems, air pollution con-
trol, and environmental monitoring instrumen-
tation. While neither waste minimization nor
waste reduction appears as a topic area, the
concept of waste reduction appears as a sug-
gested “area of interest” under the wastewa-
ter treatment and pollution control topic and
under solid and hazardous waste disposal and
pollution control.

Fifty-one Phase I and II projects were funded
by EPA between 1983 and 1985. A review re-
veals that five waste reduction projects were
included in 40 Phase I awards over that time;
one of these waste reduction projects advanced
to Phase II,

Small business firms may also be able to ob-
tain assistance directly from the Small Business
Administration for waste reduction projects
(see box 5-A),

Other Environmental R&D Organizations

A number of States or universities have estab-
lished hazardous waste research facilities.
Some receive financiaI assistance from EPA or
other government agencies; some do contract
work for EPA. Overall, they now conduct rela-
tively little waste reduction research, but they
would do more if the need were recognized and
funding made available. Four such existing
organizations are highlighted in table 5-6 and
discussed briefly below. A Research and De-
velopment Center for Hazardous Waste Man-
agement has been proposed for the State of New
York,

The Industry/University Cooperative Re-
search Center for Hazardous and Toxic Waste
at the New Jersey Institute of Technology takes
a multimedia approach in its research but con-
centrates on end-of-pipe solutions. According
to the director, the center’s mission to conduct
research in treatment technologies at the
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Box 5-A.—Small Business Waste Reduction Funding Assistance

The Small Business Administration (SBA) offers a wide range of loan programs to small business
firms. In the environmental area the prime SBA loan vehicle is a Pollution Control Financing Guarantee
(PCFG) authorized under the Small Business Investment Act.’ So far, no applications have been
received by SBA for any waste reduction projects. Consistent with what OTA has repeatedly found
elsewhere, the PCFG program has been viewed by those outside and within SBA as a way to support
traditional pollution control activities. The Small Business Ombudsman at EPA, however, has recog-
nized its potential to assist its constituency by advancing waste minimization projects and has been
trying to work with SBA to expand the program.2

PCFGs should be applicable to waste reduction projects. A small business firm can apply to SBA
for this loan guarantee if private financing is denied or if it is granted, but at a rate not comparable
to those granted to other business concerns, “with respect to the planning, design, or installation
of pollution control Facilities . . .“3 The statutory definition of a facility has been interpreted as one
that is likely to:

. . . prevent, reduce, abate, or control noise, air or water pollution; or eliminate contamination by remov-
ing, altering, disposing, or storing pollutants, contaminants, waste, or heat; or provide for the collection,
storage, processing, treatment/utilization, or final disposal of solid or liquid waste, including any related
resource recovery property.4

Other general SBA loan programs could also apply to waste reduction projects. These alternative
programs, however, are less favorable. They do not carry a fixed interest rate, are for a shorter term
than PCFGs (maximum 7 years rather than 15), are only 75 percent (vs. 100 percent) guaranteed by
SBA, and are applicable only when financing has been denied in the private market.

Loan programs that emphasize the need for capital costs can promote the application of more cost-
ly waste reduction approaches. As discussed in chapter 3, waste reduction can often be achieved
by simple, relatively inexpensive methods such as changing operating procedures of existing facili-
ties or instituting better housekeeping methods around a facility. Since waste reduction approaches
improve the overall operation of industrial processes, it can be difficult to draw a line between a
change for waste reduction and a change for process efficiency. Given the huge number of small
business firms in the Nation, this lack of distinction and the promotion of government loans for waste
reduction could initiate an ultimately costly, unbounded industrial loan program. (See the discus-
sion of this problem under Policy Option III in ch. 2 of this report.)

ISection 404, which authorizes PCFGS,  was added to the act by Public Law 94-3o5 in 1976.
ZKaren Brown, Small Business Ombudsman, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, personal communication, May 29, 1986. See the Om-

budsman’s office report, “Evaluating the Need for an SBA Pollution Control Financing Program,” May 16, 1986.
313 CFR Part 111.
Small Business Ombudsman, U.S. Environmentaf Protection Agency, “Assistance Programs for Pollution Control Financing,” March 1986,

A possible complication may arise over a statement that appeared about PCFGS  in the Federal Register on June 4, 1986 (vol. 51, p. 20247):
“PCFG  assistance . . . is intended for small concerns to comply with ecological standards by installing non-productive pollufion abatement equip-
ment, purchased incident to their other profit-oriented activities. ”
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At the (university of Alabama in Birmingham,
a Hazardous Materials Management and R e -
source R~[;~very Pro~r~m (HAM N1 ~ R R] m’ as
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Table 5-6.—State Level Environmental R&D Centers

Annual Waste management v.
Organization and location Funding source(s) budget a waste reduction [WR) activities

Center for Environmental Management
at Tufts University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EPA 100 ”/0$2.0 million

Industry/University Research Center for
Hazardous and Toxic Waste at New
Jersey Institute of Technology. . . . . . NSF 3 % $3.0 million

State of New Jersey 66%
Private sector 16%

Hazardous Materials Management
Resource Recovery Program at
University of Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . .State of Alabama 660/0 $0.2 million

University 33 ”/0

Illinois Hazardous Waste Research
and Information Center . . . . . . . . . . . . State of Illinois 100”/0 $1.3 million

aEstimated operat!ng and research

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1986

established in late 1985. The prime goal of the
facility is to support research “aimed at ulti-
mately eliminating by-product wastes from
manufacturing processes. ’’153 So far, funding
support for this waste reduction research has
proven difficult to acquire from either govern-
ment agencies or the private sector. Initial
projects—funded primarily by the Alabama De-
velopment Office—have included establish-
ment of a regulation information newsletter,
development of a waste exchange information
service and a training assistance program for
RCRA generators, and waste incineration re-
search. The organization hopes to have one or
two waste reduction engineering research
projects funded within a year.154

The Center for Environmental Management
at Tufts University is funded principally by EPA
at a cost of $2 million per year. The center’s
mission is “to develop an effective approach
to environmental management through inno-
vative research, policy analysis, education, and

Issu-n  iversitj,  of Alabama, “Hazardous Materials Research Cen-
ter Will Aid Industry, ” Capstone EngiIIeering,  vol. 2, No. 1, Winter
1986,

154 George Whitt]e,  Coordinator, Hazardous Materials Manage-
ment and Resource Recover}  Program, L\ni\ersit~’ of Alabama,
personal  communication, July 10, 1985.

Little waste reduction.
Two waste minimization projects
completed. A technical waste
treatment study planned.

Concentrates on waste treatment
methods; no WR research planned.

Aim to eventually focus on WR, but
initial projects are on recycling,
treatment, and regulatory compliance.

“Prevention and Source Reduction”
is one of 4 research areas. WR is
now 10 percent of technical
assistance work. No WR research yet.

information exchange programs .’’155 Waste Re-
duction and Treatment is one of four “clusters
of concentration. ” Two projects have been com-
pleted: a study of foreign government waste
minimization practices and the organization
of a conference. A technical project on onsite
treatment is being planned.

Illinois’ Governor and Legislature created a
Hazardous Waste Research and Information
Center in 1984. One of five objectives of the
center is: “Reducing the volume of hazardous
wastes generated and the threat they pose to
human health and the environment. ’’156 Preven-
tion and Source Reduction Studies is one of four
research areas, and projects in this area that
“will support industries’ efforts to minimize or
prevent hazardous wastes from being produced
or to detoxify those wastes’’ 157 (i.e., waste re-
duction and waste treatment). Actual work in
waste reduction has, so far, only been incor-
porated into the activities of the center’s tech-
nical assistance project (see ch. 6),158

—
155Th~ Center  for Environ mental  Management, Tufts L’ n iver-

sity, promotional brochure, undated.
IsaHazardous  Waste Research and Information Center, Annual

Report (Ma~  1, 1$7/35 - April 30, 1986), p, iv.
1571 bid,, p. viii.
ls~Da\,id I.. Thomas, Dire(; tor, Hazardous Waste Research and

Information Center, personal communication, May 1986.
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Other Federal Agencies:
R&D and Information Transfer

There are a variety of ways in which exist-
ing Federal agencies could promote waste re-
duction. The Department of Defense and a ma-
jor Department of Energy facility have newly
initiated internal waste minimization programs
to help ameliorate their own hazardous waste
problems. This work may have limited value
outside of the agencies in terms of technology
transfer. More important to this discussion on
waste reduction may be the incentives each
agency has instituted to reduce the generation
of hazardous wastes. The Tennessee Valley Au-
thority has been instrumental in assisting States
in its region to promote waste minimization.
The Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration indirectly promotes waste reduction
through its regulation of hazardous materials
in the workplace.

As discussed in chapter 3 of this report, waste
reduction technology is a misleading phrase.
It implies that there are distinct technologies
that lead to the reduction of waste. But waste
reduction is, instead, a criterion by which to
assess almost any industrial production tech-
nology. By the same token, R&D in waste re-
duction encompasses many aspects of indus-
trial production. Thus any Federal agency
already offering support to U.S. industry could
also assist its waste reduction efforts.

The Department of Defense

DOD generates over 500,000 tons of RCRA
hazardous waste annually159and has identified
several hundreds of sites that will require
cleanup at an estimated cost of $10 billion. 160

Logistics operations (procurement, mainte-
nance, and transportation of materiel and fa-
cilities) are the major sources of new waste. The
need to minimize the generation of this waste

159U .s.  ~ongr~ss,  General Accounting Office, HJ4Z24 RDOL ‘($
\$~ASTE:  DOD Efforts  to Improtre ,!tanagement  Of [; f? Ilt’1’:ltl[)ll,

Storage and Disposal, GAO/NSIAIl-86-60  (Gaithershur,q,  hlI):
Ma~r 1986), p. 10.

leou ,S. Congress, General  A[;c;  ount  i n,g of fl(;e, t{,~~i~ RDO( ‘L$
Jt~Ac57”~’: Federal  (J’jtjj Agencies SIO\I to COI~Ip/j ttith  Regola-

tor~r Requirements, CAO/RCE1l-86-76  {Gait hershurH,  hl 11: hlay
1986),  p. 9 .

has been recognized in the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense (OSD) and in each of the mili-
tary services.

A DOD policy on hazardous waste was estab-
lished in 1980 which cited as the first step a
determination to “limit the generation of haz-
ardous waste through alternative procurement
practices and operational procedures. 161 Waste
minimization within the Navy, Army, and Air
Force has preceded—and been the impetus for
—the development of an official DOD waste
minimization plan. These individual efforts are
outlined in table 5-7. Throughout DOD, waste
minimization has been defined broadly to in-
clude reduction, recycling, reuse, and treat-
ment. Waste reduction, therefore, constitutes
an unknown part of DOD waste minimization
activities, most of which are focused on RCRA
hazardous wastes.

The Joint Logistics Commanders’ Hazardous
Waste Minimization Ad Hoc Working Group
(JLC Working Group 162 submitted a report to
OSD in December 1985 which recommended
the elements for a DOD waste minimization
program (see details below). As of mid-1986,
OSD was formulating a directive that would
require all parts of DOD to develop waste mini-
mization plans. Funding of $30 million for fis-
cal year 1987 has been requested. For fiscal year
1986, $47 million had been approved for the
existing individual programs but was elimi-
nated because of overall Federal Government
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget constraints.
Services were, however, subsequently author-
ized to spend approximately $5 million for
waste minimization out of a $50 million sup-
plemental appropriation for DOD’s cleanup
program.

A number of procedures within DOD that
have counterparts in the private sector have
been identified as key elements in causing ex-
cessive hazardous waste generation. A major
disincentive to waste reduction within DOD is

101  u.s []ep~rt  In(lnt of I)efcllse,  1) EQPPM  ~0-~, ~~t.  ~ 1. 1980
1~~  ~femi>ers  i n~ ] ~l{]e re[] resen  ta t i t’es from t }1[?  Defe n St? IJog is-

sties Agency, Na\ral Nlateri{?] Command, the Arm}r Materiel (;{Jm-
mand,  the Air For(, e I.o,gistics  (;orn mand,  and the Air Forct’ S\rs-
tems Command. Groups  sLIch as t hf: Strategic Air Command a n(l
the Ta(:t ical Air (;ommand  arc not represt)nte(].
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Table 5-7.—Waste Minimization (WM) at the Department of Defense

Office of the Secretary:
— —

Defense Environmental Leadership Project (see text).

Defense Logistics Agency (D LA) provides material support (procurement, quality control, storage, distribution,
maintenance), Has instituted some informal changes i n materiel ordering to reduce wastes created by shelf-1 ife
regulations.

Navy:
All Commands required to report by April 1986 on WM measures taken. Object IS to raise awareness of issue and

accumulate information for transfer across Commands,

Naval Civil Engineering Lab is investigating private industry initiatives for transferability to Naval operations,

Army:
Army Materiel Command (AMC) has developed a Hazardous Waste Minimization (Hazmin) Plan. All AMC installations

must implement wide range of activities including reduction goals (15 to 60 percent by 1992) for major wastes
streams (metal working, electroplating, painting, electrical maintenance, and waste treatment sludges). Also
disposal of untreated wastes in landfills to be eliminated by 1992,

Air Force:
Office of Secretary of Air Force has several studies underway on decision making and costing practices that affect

waste generation,

Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) requested $13 million from Defense Environmental Restoration Account for WM
in 1986. Has completed assessment of WM opportunities in 8 major facilities (U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Systems
Division, Waste Minirnization at Air Force P/ants, by the Earth Technology Corporation, 1986)

Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) “Pacer Reduce” WM plan in place since end 1985. Set overall goal of over 50
percent reduction by 1992. Has taken complete waste stream inventory by process, Studying technologies in private
sector for transfer to AF operations. Some R&D conducted at Tindle AFB,

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology -AssessmentU  1986

that the Defense Property Disposal Office re-
moves hazardous waste from facilities without
charge. Thus, DOD’s production and storage
facilities need not consider the cost of hazard-
ous waste management in their operations. In
addition, because DOD tends to order materi-
als in excess of needs, many materials outlive
their shelf-life and end up as hazardous waste.
According to a 1986 DOD report, because of
the many components of DOD, even within mil-
itary departments, and because there has been
a lack of official oversight, it is difficult to dis-
seminate waste reduction processes and inno-
vative ideas throughout the agency.

DOD is not necessarily a source of technol-
ogy transfer to the private sector. R&D in DOD
often occurs in areas where the applicability
is unique to DOD or where DOD constitutes
a large part of the industry (e. g., aircraft man-
ufacturing). The agency considers that the pri-
vate sector—because of its costs incentives-is
more likely to generate more and better waste
reduction techniques.163 Most DOD waste mini-

mization programs include scouting the private
sector for technology,

DOD Goals .–DOD may establish a policy that
is transferable to the private sector and other
government agencies-the setting of nonbind-
ing reduction goals which are to be incorpo-
rated with increased stringency. Such goals,
to be met by 1992, have already been established
with in some military departments, based on
waste streams or processes. For instance, the
Army has reduction goals in place that are to
be met by 1992. They include reductions of 60
percent for electrical maintenance and waste
treatment sludges, 50 percent for electroplat-
ing and painting wastes, and 15 percent for
metal working wastes. In the Air Force an over-
all goal of 50 percent reduction by 1992 has been
set, DOD already has established a goal to elim-
inate the disposal of untreated hazardous waste
by 1992 through waste reduction, recycling, and
treatment.

JLC Working Group.—The JLC Working Group
was created in September 1985 because of con-
cern about “the serious liabilities associated
with the generation and subsequent handling
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and disposal of hazardous wastes. 164 The Group’s
Hazardous Waste Minimization Program,
which was submitted to OSD in December 1985,
includes a number of elements for each DOD
department to implement. They include: accu-
rate annual waste reporting, material control
programs, reviews of existing technology and
activities, coordination between services, im-
plementation of “economically practicable haz-
ardous waste minimization technology” and
the initiation of R&D, consideration of waste
minimization in all acquisition programs, and
the development of reduction goals and moni-
toring of progress within each command. The
group identified hazardous material control,
delisting, material substitution, process change,
and recycling as “means of hazardous waste
minimization. 165

The program requires that R&D be coordi-
nated among depart ments to avoid duplication.
Necessary spending levels were estimated at
$10 million per year for each of the military
departments, with funds for development of
these programs to be taken from the Defense
Environmental Restoration Account.166

Office of the Secretary of Defense.—Currently, two
different groups within OSD have worked on
waste minimization: The Defense Logistics
Agency (see table 5-7) and the Defense Envi-
ronmental Leadership Project (D ELP).

DELP was founded in January 1984 by the
Director of Environmental Policy at the Penta-
gon. It was originally funded for a 2-year trial
period but has since been extended indefinitely.
DELP’s stated mission is to find innovative so-
lutions to long-term environmental problems
that have cost and policy implications and to
improve DOD’s national leadership position in
environmental protection. The program has fo-
cused its activities on improving DOD compli-
ance with environmental regulations and min-
imizing waste,

DELP is searching out and publicizing waste
reduction success stories within DOD to en-
courage development and implementation of
industrial process modifications that will re-
duce the amount of hazardous waste generated
at DOD facilities. 167 The first phase of this
project evaluated 40 case studies of industrial
process modifications and recommended 18 of
these for further study in phase two oft he proj-
ect. From these 18 case studies, three were
selected as “Projects of Excellence. ” The third
phase includes training sessions at a number
of DOD installations on applying the tcchniques
developed in the three selected projects.168  The
final three projects were: a paint-stripping proc-
ess using plastic pelIet blasting, modifications
to metal plating, and reducing solvent and oil
pollution from vehicle washing and mainte-
nance. The 2-year project cost approximately
$300,000, primarily for contractor support. It
has been completed and no other major tiaste
reduction efforts are pending in DELP.

Department of Energy

DOE faces estimated costs of $750 million for
environmental cleanup at three of its facilities.
Among Federal agencies, this cost is second
only to DOD’s. 169 Eighty-s ix percent will be
spent at the Oak Ridge, Tennessee, facility DOE
has not yet began a formal waste minimization
program but has had an informal program at
its Oak Ridge National Laboratory since mid-
1985. 170

Two important changes have been made to
create incentives for both DOE contractors
and individual researchers to consider waste
reduction. First, the reduction of hazardous
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wastes has been added as a fee criterion to con-
tracts. Thus, those contractors who can show
a reduction in wastes can qualify for increased
payments. Secondly, DOE’s Waste Manage-
ment Division no longer assumes the costs for
the management of wastes generated at Oak
Ridge. Instead, such costs revert back to each
generator.

DOE is unique in that its facilities generate
radioactive wastes that must be handled quite
differently from RCRA hazardous wastes and
from water and air pollutants that are also
produced. Radioactive wastes cannot be de-
stroyed; they must be stored, usually after be-
ing encapsulated. The waste minimization pro-
gram at Oak Ridge began because the facility
was facing storage constraints for radioactive
wastes that were contaminated with liquid
RCRA hazardous wastes. The success of efforts
to prevent the contamination of radioactive
wastes and thus significantly reduce the vol-
ume of radioactive wastes needing storage led
the Waste Management Division to apply waste
minimization to its RCRA waste problems. A
secondary reason for this action was the sub-
sequent waste minimization requirements im-
posed by the 1984 RCRA Amendments.

The facility’s waste minimization efforts are
now being geared primarily toward reducing
RCRA hazardous waste generation at the
source. During the investigation of processes
that generate RCRA hazardous wastes, how-
ever, possibilities for air and water pollution
reductions have been discovered. One project,
for instance, resulted in the substitution of a
water-based for a solvent-based coolant, The
solvent coolant had to be managed as a RCRA
hazardous waste and was the source of air emis-
sions as well. Waste reduction efforts are still
a minor but increasing component of the Waste
Management Division’s activities. There is no
separate budget item for waste minimization.

Tennessee Valley Authority

TVA is a regional development agency that
seeks to attract and keep industries in the val-
ley while at the same time protecting and con-
serving the resources of the valley, Helping lo-
cal industries comply with hazardous waste

regulations and manage their wastes in an envi-
ronmentally responsible way is one way of
meeting these goals,

TVA has therefore developed a Waste Man-
agement Program that offers technical assis-
tance and information to waste generators and
the public on ways to manage and minimize
their hazardous wastes. The annual budget for
this program totals $2 million.171 TVA defines
waste minimization to include many facets of
waste management as well as waste reduction.
To date, its activities have been strongly focused
on promoting recycling and reuse and good
management practices—and there have been
some encouraging results,l 172 While there is
some recognition of its value at TVA, little
waste reduction work has yet been done so far.

States in the TVA region have received sup-
port from TVA for their activities in promot-
ing pollution prevention pays through State
conferences. Such conferences bring the con-
cept of waste reduction and proper waste man-
agement to State generators and disposal oper-
ators, government officials, and educators.
They do not concentrate on waste reduction
or present waste reduction as the preferred
choice, They do tend to provide the initial con-
sensus gathering which can serve as the base
for an official State program. TVA participates
in these conferences and functions as a co-
sponsor. An estimated $35,000 of its Waste
Management Program budget is used for this
purpose. So far, conferences have been held
in Alabama (October 1985) and Tennessee
(March 1986). A third conference is scheduled
for Kentucky in late 1986.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSHA, in the Department of Labor, regulates
hazardous materials in the workplace and
through some of these actions has influenced
industrial management of hazardous materi-
als. The Hazardous Communication Standard,

ITIDr. Philip  J. Mummert,  Projects Manager, Waste Manage-
ment Program, Tennessee Valley Authority, personal commu-
nication, July 23, 1986.

172D~ye  Cox, P r o g r a m  Manager,  S o l i d  a n d  H a z a r d o u s  Waste
Management, Tennessee Valley Authority, personal communi-
cation, Mar. 28, 1986.
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which went into effect in November 1985, re-
quires that manufacturers and distributors of
chemicals provide their customers and work-
ers with Materials Safety and Data Sheets
(MSDS) and that they label hazardous products,
Users of chemicals, such as the auto and steel
industries, have until May 1986 to develop such
data for the chemicals they mix for their own
operations. Intensive safety training programs
for workers must also be in place at that time
for both chemical and nonchemical industry
employers. Currently these measures apply
only to manufacturing industries, however
OSHA has proposed broadening application of
the standard to cover service industries as well.

In addition to alerting employers and work-
ers to workplace hazards, these worker right-
to-know measures, by publicizing the hazard-
ous constituents of materials, have served as
catalysts for waste reduction, 173 Substitution of
nonhazardous materials into processes may re-
sult from worker pressure or from the fact that
implementing worker safety measures could be
more expensive than substituting nonhazard-
ous materials. Improved segregation and recy-
cling (as well as improved management] may
result as businesses learn more about hazard-
ous constituents in manufacturing inputs. The
information provided by MSDS may be particu-
larly useful to smaller businesses, which may
not have the facilities to test all their raw mate-
rials for hazardous constituents and which,
therefore, may not have known what was in
their waste streams. The regulations govern-
ing MSDS, however, allow for certain proprie-
tary exemptions which can mask the contents
of a product.

All of these possible effects on waste reduc-
tion are indirect. Waste reduction—in the form
of materials substitution—has been part of
OSHA’S traditional method of protecting work-
ers. Its regulations require that engineering and
work practice controls be used to comply with

standards unless they are not feasible—in which
case, personal protective equipment may be
used. Health and safety professionals use a hi-
erarchy of engineering controls: substitution,
enclosure, isolation, and ventilation .17A How
prevalent substitution is as a method of regu-
latory compliance is not known. One OSHA
publication about protecting workers from ex-
posures to methylene chloride suggested that:
“The best method for controlling exposure to
any extremely toxic material is to use a less
toxic material where possible. 175

” The bulk of
the document, however, presented end-of-pipe
solutions to industry-specific problems,

OSHA has done little research and taken no
specific action to push reduction, In fact,
OSHA’s powers to advocate waste reduction
are very limited, OSHA itself has no jurisdic-
tion over hazardous wastes, which are regu-
lated under EPA statutes, In addition, while it
can require publication of known health risk
data about hazardous chemicals, the Agency
cannot require the generation of any new health
studies or data; that power is given to EPA
under TSCA.176

Potential Sources of Waste Reduction R&D

There are a number of agencies within the
Federal Government that conduct industrial
R&D and that, therefore, could be sources of
waste reduction technical assistance and infor-
mation transfer, Two prominent examples are
the Bureau of Mines and the National Bureau
of Standards. In addition, the National Science
Foundation, which has traditionally been a
funding source for basic research in universi-
ties, has now established Engineering Research
Centers that could conduct industrial applied
research relevant to waste reduction.

The National Bureau of Standards in the De-
partment of Commerce provides a variety of
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scientific and technological services to indus-
try and government. Three of its four divisions
—the National Engineering Laboratory, the
Center for Chemical Engineering, and the Cen-
ter for Materials Science—conduct basic and
applied research that can lead to improved
processing of chemicals and materials. Waste
reduction is a form of improved processing.

The Bureau of Mines is the Federal agency
that those in the mining and mineral process-
ing industries look to for technical assistance
and process information. One of its goals is to
“ameliorate conflicts between environmental

goals and mining operations and mineral proc-
essing and utilization plants. ’’177 The Bureau
has an ongoing program in reuse and recycling
R&D, and $25.3 million have been requested
for R&D in extractive metallurgy and recycling
technologies for fiscal year 1987. Waste reduc-
tion has not yet been added to its research
efforts.

177L1. S.  ~~ngress,  House of Representat ives,  Hearings before
a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, Depart-
ment of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for
1987, Part 2 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1986], p. 5.


